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With the recent interest in increasing the penetration of renewable energy 

sources onto the power grid, there has been an unprecedented rapid deployment of 

wind generation, especially in the US Pacific Northwest.  While wind farm developers 

have continued to expand their operations, power system operators are left to deal with 

the consequences – specifically, the uncontrollable, variable nature of the wind.  While 

this variability can be quantified using traditional statistical measures, these statistics 

are often not directly usable by system operators.  Composed of two papers, this 

research explores other methods for evaluating the variability of renewable resources 

to better understand their impact on the grid.  The first paper examines how renewable 

penetration can be increased by diversifying the types of resources used (e.g., 

integrating an equal mix of wind, solar, and ocean wave power).  The second paper 

builds off of the first by developing a solution to the lack of available power 

generation data necessary to conduct this research and then by using generated 

synthetic data to examine the impacts of increasing renewable resource penetration 

levels.  Both papers point to the value of a diversified renewable energy portfolio, 

including high-levels of wind, solar, and ocean wave power generation.  
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Methods for Evaluating the Impact of Renewable Resource Variability on 

Grid Operation and Planning 

 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Current State of Renewable Energy in the Pacific Northwest 

The impending danger of global climate change coupled with the recent 

upward trend in energy prices has demonstrated the need to transition electricity 

generation from dirty coal and expensive natural gas to clean, relatively inexpensive 

renewable sources.  While much work continues on optimizing the current electrical 

grid (including generation, transmission, and distribution), the mandate for renewable 

energy sources has necessitated rapid change in the generation portfolio of many 

power system operators.  In Oregon, for example, the Renewable Portfolio Standard 

(RPS) enacted into law in June of 2007 requires the state‟s largest utilities to include 

25% of their generation from renewable resources by 2025 (Oregon DOE).  More 

importantly, the RPS only allows a small portion of that 25% to be from the plentiful 

hydropower resources in the Pacific Northwest.  Thus, wind power generation has 

grown rapidly in the Bonneville Power Administration‟s (BPA) Balancing Authority 

Area (BAA). 

The plot in Fig. 1.1 demonstrates the extreme growth of the wind power 

resource.  In fact, in the last five years (ending June 30, 2010), the wind generation 

nameplate capacity (the amount of power generated if all turbines were operating at 

their maximum level) has grown from 265 MW to 2836 MW, nearly a 1000% 

increase!  Moreover, it is forecasted that wind generation capacity will continue to 

increase, possibly doubling from current levels by 2013 (Sickinger).  Compared to 
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wind power, other renewable resources such as solar and ocean wave currently make 

up a negligible portion of overall generating capacity, although there is ongoing 

research into developing these resources into significant contributors. 

 
Fig. 1.1.  Wind generation by nameplate capacity (in MW) in the BPA balancing area 

vs. time (“Wind generation capacity in the BPA balancing area authority,” BPA). 

This unprecedented growth of wind power has not, however, come without its 

share of problems.  Unlike power generated by coal or natural gas, wind power is not 

inherently controllable.  Power is only generated when the wind is blowing, not 

specifically when it is required by the system operator.  Given the on-demand nature 

of the electricity grid (i.e., generated power is consumed instantly, requiring a 

continual balancing of generation and load), the impact of the relatively unpredictable 

wind can be significant.  Fig. 1.2 demonstrates the difference between the load and 

wind variability over a four day period in early 2008.  It is easy to see that the load 
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varies in a consistent manner from day-to-day, while the wind does not demonstrate 

any obvious patterns.  In fact, while many areas of the world experience diurnal wind 

variation, the Pacific Northwest is relatively unique because the wind is generally 

driven by incoming frontal systems. 

 
Fig. 1.2.  Load (blue) and wind (red) variability over four days in 2008 (scaled to 

maximum 2008 load) (“Total load & wind generation in the BPA control area,” BPA). 

1.2 Quantifying Renewable Resource Variability 

While advances are being made in wind forecasting, the variability of the wind 

still poses a large problem for system operators, who must keep a certain amount of 

generation available in their power system to deal with rapid up or down changes in 

wind production.  In the Pacific Northwest, this flexible generation capability, called 

the reserve, often comes from hydropower generators that are kept spinning in case 
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they are needed.  However, with the massive growth in wind power generation 

capacity, the amount of required reserve has also grown, to the extent that there is no 

longer enough reserve capacity in the system (Sickinger).  Thus, there is a direct tie 

between the variability of the wind and the magnitude of the system reserve required.  

Furthermore, the reserve requirement concept can be extended to other variable 

renewable resources, such as solar and ocean wave power generation. 

While traditional statistical measures (e.g., variance, skewness) can be used to 

quantify the variability of renewable resources, the practical meaning of these 

measures is often not clear or not directly usable by system operators.  However, the 

reserve requirement is a much more meaningful measure that has been used with 

traditional generation sources for many years.  For example, BPA uses forecasted 

reserve requirements to determine future-year integration and operating costs (“2010 

BPA Rate Case Wholesale Power Rate Final Proposal Generation Inputs Study,” 

BPA).  Thus, one of the main objectives for this work was the exploration of how 

reserve requirements can be used to quantify renewable resource variability to provide 

a meaningful measure for power system operators. 

1.3 Manuscript Development 

This thesis is composed of two manuscripts: a journal paper submitted to the 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Transactions on Power 

Systems, and a conference paper presented at the IEEE Energy Conversion Congress 

& Exposition (ECCE) 2010.  The first paper, presented in Section Two, was 
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developed to explore the question of how the individual wind, solar, and ocean wave 

renewable resource variabilities interact to alter the overall reserve requirement.  

Given the focus on wind power generation in the Pacific Northwest, the objective was 

to explore how utilizing a more equal mix of renewable resources can improve the 

amount of reserve required, allowing a higher overall penetration rate for an 

equivalent amount of reserve. 

Moving forward, one of the key issues encountered in the development of the 

first paper was the availability of a sufficient quantity of renewable resource power 

generation data.  Due to the variability of the resources, having more than one year of 

data for simulation would provide more accurate results (ideally, five to ten years of 

data, if not more, would be preferred).  This issue was addressed in the second paper, 

presented in Section Three, where a new method for generating statistically-similar 

power generation data was developed using adapted second-order Markov transition 

matrices.  This technique was then applied to examine how the reserve requirement 

varies with penetration rate for the various renewable resources. 

In addition to the two manuscripts, this thesis includes five appendices 

containing the MATLAB code that was developed for this research.  The first 

appendix includes the wave farm data generation code (used for both papers), and the 

second appendix contains the data analysis code for the first paper.  The final three 

appendices include the Markov transition matrix generation code, synthetic data 

generation code, and synthetic data analysis code used for the second paper (for wind 

only, as an example). 
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2.1 Abstract 

Many sources of renewable energy, including solar, wind, and ocean wave, 

offer significant advantages such as no fuel costs and no emissions from generation.  

However, in most cases these renewable power sources are variable and non-

dispatchable.  The utility grid is already able to accommodate the variability of the 

load and some additional variability introduced by sources such as wind.  However, at 

high penetration levels, the variability of renewable power sources can severely 

impact the utility reserve requirements.  This paper presents an analysis of the 

interaction between the variability characteristics of the utility load, wind power 

generation, solar power generation, and ocean wave power generation.  The results 

show that a diversified variable renewable energy mix can reduce the utility reserve 

requirement and help reduce the effects of variability. 

2.1.1 Index terms 

Power system stability, wind power generation, solar power generation, marine 

technology, power systems, load forecasting, load modeling, reserve requirements. 

2.2 Nomenclature 

BPA:  Bonneville Power Administration 

BAA:  Balancing Authority Area 

2.3 Introduction 

Many balancing areas within the United States are faced with a rapidly 

expanding wind power resource.  For example, it is predicted that as much as an 
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additional 5,000 MW of new wind power could come online within the next five years 

in the Pacific Northwest [1]. 

At low penetration levels, the variable output of wind power plants is easily 

absorbed within the variability of the load [2].  However, as the penetration level 

increases, the added variability of the wind resource can cause greater ramp-rates, 

greater inter-hour variability, and greater scheduling error.  This ultimately increases 

the amount of generation the system operators must hold in reserve (i.e., the reserve 

requirement) to accommodate the unplanned excursions in wind generation. 

Wind power is now a very mature and established renewable resource 

throughout the world.  However, other renewable power sources such as solar (PV or 

concentrating/thermal) and ocean wave energy also have significant potential.  Solar 

has recently been the beneficiary of a number of large-scale initiatives (e.g., California 

Solar Initiative), and there is currently a good amount of industrial activity regarding 

wave energy, particularly for development in the Pacific Northwest of the U.S. [3], 

[4]. 

2.3.1 Wind, Solar, and Wave Generation Characteristics 

Each of these renewable power sources can be described by three major 

characteristics.  

1. Variable.  The output power of a large-scale wind, solar, or wave power 

plant varies over time.  The majority of the time, the variability from one minute to the 

next is very small, and even the hourly variation is usually small.  However, on 
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occasion the output of a large plant, as high as several hundred MW, may go from full 

output to low production or vice versa over several hours [5]. 

2. Non-dispatchable.  As implemented now, the system operator has very 

limited control of the output of large-scale renewable generation.  In general, the 

operator must deal with whatever the renewable generation outputs are in much the 

same manner as dealing with the load.  Therefore it is common in the analysis of the 

impact of renewable power generation to subtract its contribution from the load.  At 

low to moderate levels, renewable power generation appears as a negative load. 

3. Energy source.  Due to the non-dispatchable nature of wind, solar, or 

wave, they generally have a relatively low capacity credit [6]-[9].  That is, they do not 

make a significant contribution to the power requirements of the grid for planning 

purposes.  However, each Joule of energy converted by a renewable source is one 

Joule saved for “traditional” generation, such as coal.  Therefore, renewable energy 

sources can make a significant impact on the energy requirements of the grid. 

2.3.2 Reserve Requirements 

The variable, non-dispatchable nature of wind, wave, and solar has a 

significant impact on the utility reserve requirements [10].  Analyzing the effect of 

these renewable energy sources on the reserve requirements provides a meaningful 

and concrete method of characterizing the variability of a given renewable energy 

source, including its short and long-term correlation with the load. 
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2.3.3 Research Objective 

A number of research groups have analyzed the impact of large-scale wind 

integration on utility operation, including reserve requirements [11], [12].  Some 

research has also been extended to include large-scale solar [13].  Publication [14] 

demonstrates a technical method for reserve requirement calculation for high levels of 

renewable power penetration in general.  The research presented in this paper analyzes 

the reserve requirements for the Pacific Northwest of the United States including 

wind, solar, and ocean wave energy specifically, using actual load and wind power 

data, and solar and ocean power data generated from resource measurements.  The 

hypothesis is that the temporal and spatial variability characteristics of wind, wave, 

and solar will allow a greater combined penetration rate than using only one 

predominate type of renewable power source (e.g., wind). 

The reserve requirements for six scenarios are compared.   

1. No renewable energy (only load). 

2. 15% wind power penetration. 

3. 10% wind and 5% solar penetration. 

4. 10% wind and 5% wave penetration. 

5. 10% wind, 2.5% solar, and 2.5% wave penetration. 

6. 5% wind, 5% solar, and 5% wave penetration. 

Penetration is defined in this research as the ratio of the peak load within the 

year to the peak generation within the year. 
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If the hypothesis holds, scenarios in which there is a greater diversity of 

renewable power will have lower reserve requirements than for the scenario with only 

15% wind penetration. 

This paper builds off of [15] by adding minor enhancements to the wave power 

data generation methodology and further advancing the analysis of the reserve 

requirement calculations. 

2.4 Data Sources 

The data used in this study came from a variety of both real and simulated 

sources.  The area of study is within the Pacific Northwest, mostly within or near the 

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) Balancing Authority Area (BAA).  Wind and 

load data for the BPA BAA are both freely available directly from BPA [16].  The 

solar and ocean wave data were generated, as described below.  All data, and the 

analysis, covers the calendar year 2008 starting Jan. 1.  The sample time for the load, 

wind, solar, and wave power data is 10 minutes.  If the initial data was available at a 

higher sample rate, it was down-sampled to 10-minute intervals by block averaging 

the higher resolution data within each 10-minute block.  Unless stated otherwise, all 

data is at a 10-minute sample time, such that there are 52704 data points in all year-

long data sets.  All data was normalized to the maximum load for 2008, 10754.5 MW.  

The various data sets at 5% penetration are plotted in Fig. 2.1, with daily averages 

substituted for the raw 10-minute data for clarity.  The seasonal variability of the load, 
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solar, and wave data sets is clear, while the wind generation appears to be much more 

seasonally uncorrelated. 

Tidal energy conversion, which uses the moving water due to tidal variations 

to generate power, was not considered in this research.  The tidal resource in the 

Pacific Northwest is strong for a few populous areas, such as Puget Sound.  However, 

the overall tidal resource is not as large as wind, wave, and solar, and is much more 

geographically restricted.  Future research will be extended to include tidal. 

 
Fig. 2.1.  Plots of year-long data (averaged daily) for load, wind, solar, and wave 

power.  The wind, solar, and wave power plots are at a 5% penetration level. 

2.4.1 Wind 

The wind power data used is for the approximately 1600 MW of wind within 

the BPA BAA for 2008.  This includes roughly 15 wind farms throughout the Lower 

Columbia region [17].  The unadjusted power represents a 14% penetration, defined as 
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the ratio of peak power to peak load demand over the year.  The wind data is scaled 

directly as necessary to achieve the desired penetration rate for a given scenario. 

2.4.2 Wave 

The methodology for generating the wave data is described in detail in [18].  In 

short, the spectral significant wave height, dominant period, and dominant direction is 

collected from three different measurement buoys in the Pacific Northwest for 2008.  

Using the data from the measurement buoys, time-series water surface elevation data 

at a 0.5 second sample time for a 5 by 80 grid with 100 meter spacing is reconstructed.  

Each of the 400 locations in the grid is occupied by a 250 kW generic wave-following 

point-absorber wave energy converter.  The converter power output is assumed to be 

proportional to the vertical water surface velocity squared.  If the instantaneous power 

production exceeds 250 kW, it is clipped at that level.  The proportionality is set such 

that the combined output of the wave energy converters produces a capacity factor of 

50% for an average winter day (e.g., a day in January).  The power from each of the 

three parks is then averaged over 10 minute intervals to generate the power time-series 

(52704 points).  The power from the three locations is added together to produce the 

total wave power generation data.  This total is then scaled as necessary to achieve the 

desired penetration rate for a given scenario. 

2.4.3 Solar 

Irradiance (power per area) data was gathered for 10 different locations in the 

Pacific Northwest from the University of Oregon Solar Radiation Monitoring 

Laboratory:  Aberdeen, Ashland, Bend, Burns, Dillon, Eugene, Hermiston, Portland, 
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Salem, and Twin Falls [19].  The data was processed to a 10 minute sample time over 

the 2008 calendar year. 

It is assumed that each of the 10 locations is 50% photovoltaic (PV) and 50% 

concentrating solar (CSP).  To generate the PV data, the irradiance is used directly 

without processing.  For the concentrating solar data, a six hour thermal time constant 

is assumed.  The irradiance data is run through a simple one-pole low-pass filter with a 

time constant of six hours.   Both of these data sets are added together, each weighted 

at 50%, to generate the total output power for that site.  Each of the 10 sites is then 

added together to produce the total solar data.  Each site is weighted equally.  This 

total is scaled as necessary to achieve the desired penetration rate for a given scenario. 

2.5 Methodology 

In order to fully characterize both the variability and forecastability of various 

renewable energy resources, it is essential to define a consistent set of tools and 

methods that can be utilized for analysis. 

2.5.1 Timescales for Reserve Requirements 

While previous studies [20]-[22] have focused on examining correlation 

between various renewable resources and loads, this paper presents the results of an 

analysis on the impact of the variability of these resources on reserve requirements for 

a BAA.  In order for a BAA to balance generation with load on a minute-by-minute, 

hourly, or daily basis, the variability of both the generation and the load must be 

examined.  With renewable resources like wind, solar, and ocean wave, forecasting of 
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the available generation can present a particular challenge, which, while having a large 

impact on the hourly or daily reserve requirements, often has less of an impact on the 

intra-hour requirements.  Given the focus on reserve requirements, it readily becomes 

apparent that a clear understanding of the different types/timescales of reserves is 

necessary. 

Three different timescales are currently used by the Bonneville Power 

Administration to calculate reserve requirements for the BAA [11].  The first, 

regulation, is defined as the difference between the 10-minute average power 

generation/load and the minute-to-minute power generation/load.  This timescale 

accounts for small changes in power demand or supply that can be readily met through 

Automatic Generation Control (AGC) via spinning reserves. 

The second timescale of interest, following, is defined as the difference 

between the hourly average power generation/load and the 10-minute average power 

generation/load.  This timescale accounts for larger changes in the power demand or 

supply. 

The final timescale, imbalance, is defined as the difference between the hourly 

forecasted generation/load and the hourly average power generation/load for that hour.  

The imbalance component of the reserve requirements is directly impacted by the 

accuracy and frequency of the forecasted generation/load.  With the large increase in 

wind power generation in BPA‟s BAA over the 2010-2012 timeframe, the imbalance 

component of the reserve requirement is forecasted to grow rapidly given current 

forecasting tools and methods [11]. 
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Both the following and imbalance reserve requirements are illustrated in Fig. 

2.2.  The available data for use in this paper was at a 10-minute sample time, so the 

regulation reserve component is not represented as it requires 1-minute sample time 

data.  This should not affect the analysis as the regulation reserve requirement is 

consistently smaller than the following and imbalance reserve requirements due to the 

generally small minute-to-minute resource variability [11]. 

 
Fig. 2.2.  Definition of following (difference between 10-minute and hour averages) 

and imbalance (difference between hour average and forecasted/scheduled) reserve 

requirements. 

It should also be noted that some research groups have introduced the concepts 

of “variability” and “uncertainty” [12].  “Variability” refers to the natural variation in 

resource output, even if the forecast is accurate.  “Uncertainty” refers to the difference 
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between a perfect forecast and the actual forecast.  These definitions are essentially the 

same as “following” and “imbalance” as defined above, respectively. 

2.5.2 Forecasting 

In order to calculate imbalance reserve requirements, the scheduled or 

forecasted power must be determined for both the renewable resource and the load. 

For this paper, a one-hour persistence method is used to roughly approximate 

BPA‟s wind forecasting methods.  The one-hour persistence method predicts that the 

wind power generation for the next hour will be the same as it is when the forecast is 

made.  The forecast is made at the 40 minute mark of the current hour and predicts 

that the power generation for the period beginning 10 minutes past the hour through 

50 minutes past the hour will be the same as it currently is at 20 minutes prior to the 

hour.  For example, if the current time is 12:40 and the current power generation is 

200 MW, the prediction will be that the power generation between 1:10 and 1:50 will 

be 200 MW.  Twenty minutes are allowed for ramping between one forecast period 

and the next (e.g. between 12:50 and 1:10 in the current example).  The one-hour 

persistence method presents a simple and adequate baseline for forecasting the power 

generated by the wind.  Its primary limitation is a lag in the forecast for rapidly 

increasing or decreasing wind power (i.e., ramps). 

In order to keep the forecasting component from introducing bias in the results, 

the one-hour persistence method was used for all of the renewable energy resources in 

this paper, including wind, solar, and ocean wave.  It must be remembered, however, 

that in reality, forecasting for ocean wave power generation is likely to be much more 
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accurate than forecasting for wind power generation given the long distances that 

waves travel before approaching the coastline [23].  There will also be differences in 

optimal forecasting for solar. 

While the one-hour persistence method is viable as a baseline forecasting 

method for the highly variable renewable resources, using it as a method to forecast 

load is not optimal.  The load curve follows a consistent pattern on a day-to-day basis, 

as seen in Fig. 2.3.  This consistency allows for a much more accurate load forecast.  

While BPA utilizes a sophisticated load forecasting model that considers parameters 

such as temperature variation, historical load growth, and load variation on a daily, 

weekly, and seasonal basis [11], for the purposes of this paper a simple model was 

used. 

 
Fig. 2.3.  Load variation over a 4-day period in January 2008 [16]. 
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In order to forecast load for 2008 (the period under study), historical load data 

for 2007 was used as a baseline.  The 2007 data was processed to calculate each 

month‟s average day (necessary given the seasonal variability in the shape of the daily 

load curve).  For example, the load power time-series for the 24 hour period of 

December 1, 2007 (6*24 = 144 points) was averaged element-wise with the load 

power time-series for the 24 hour period of December 2, 2007 and so on for all days in 

December, 2007.  The end result is a load power time-series that covers a 24 hour 

period (at a 10 minute sample time), and represents an average day of December 2007.  

Unlike wind, the load is forecasted 10 minutes prior to the hour.  The basic 

load forecast for the coming hour is the average power over the hour for the 

corresponding hour in the previous year average day for that month.  For example, the 

basic forecasted power for the hour 2:10 to 2:50 (five data points at a ten minute 

sample time) on Dec. 1, 2008 is the average of the six data points 2:00 to 2:50 for the 

average December day of 2007, as described in the preceding paragraph.  The power 

at 2:00 is determined as the midpoint of the linear ramp from the previous forecast at 

1:50 to the forecast at 2:10. 

A correction term is added to this basic forecast to account for the load-growth 

from one year to the next.  This correction term is the difference in the hour-average 

power in the previous hour for 2007 and 2008.  For example, the correction term 

added to the forecast for 2:10 to 2:50 Dec. 1, 2008 (as described above) is the 
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difference between the average power for 1:00 to 1:50 Dec. 1, 2008 and 1:00 to 1:50 

Dec. 1, 2007. 

Finally, the algorithm uses a logic test to examine those situations where there 

is a transition between one month‟s average day and the next to prevent discontinuities 

in the forecasted load. In these situations, a simple 1-hour persistence forecast is used 

for the scheduled load for that transition hour. 

The total forecast for the net load (load minus renewable generation) is simply 

the sum of the forecasts for each component:  load, wind, wave, and solar. 

2.5.3 Following and Imbalance Calculations 

Utilizing the forecasting methods in the previous section, it is then possible to 

process the 2008 data to calculate the following and imbalance reserve requirements.  

Moving through each hour of 2008, the difference between the hourly average power 

and each 10-minute power was computed (following) and the difference between the 

scheduled/forecasted hourly power and each hourly average power was computed 

(imbalance).  Both the following and imbalance components were stored in an array 

for ease of access and analysis. 

Industry-standard practice for computing reserve requirements involves sorting 

the following and imbalance calculated reserves and then keeping the middle 99.5% of 

the data points, eliminating the top and bottom 0.25% of outliers.  According to BPA, 

this trimming of the data still enables the controllers to meet the necessary North 

American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and Western Electricity 

Coordinating Council (WECC) reliability guidelines for balancing power supply and 
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demand, while eliminating those extremely rare events where required reserves are 

beyond three standard deviations from the mean [11], [24]. 

The plot in Fig. 2.4 demonstrates the various data sets for wind power 

generation for an example one-day period in 2008.  The solid line in the plot is the 

collection of actual combined wind power generation for the BPA BAA.  The dashed 

line is the hourly average power (an average of the six 10-minute data points for that 

hour).  The dash-dot line is the scheduled/forecasted power for the hour. 

 
Fig. 2.4.  Example of comparison between wind power output vs. hourly average vs. 

scheduled output. 
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Fig. 2.5.  Example of comparison between load demand vs. hourly average vs. 

scheduled demand with calculated instantaneous following and imbalance reserve 

requirements.  The final reserve requirement is the maximum and minimum of the 

bottom curve over the entire year, excluding the top and bottom 0.25% outliers. 

The plot in Fig. 2.5 demonstrates the following and imbalance reserve 

calculations for the load demand for the same one-day period.  The top plot of Fig. 2.5 

shows the actual load, hourly average load, and forecasted load (similar to Fig. 2.4), 

while in the bottom plot, the calculated following and imbalance reserve components 

are illustrated.  As an example, for the period starting at time marker 2040, it is easy to 

see that the forecasted load was too low, creating a negative growth in the imbalance 

plot below.  In comparison to the plot in Fig. 2.4, this same time-period demonstrates 

an over-forecast in the wind generation.  These plots clearly show how the one-hour 

persistence method can cause the imbalance reserve requirements to be larger than the 
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following reserve requirements.  In comparison, it is clear that the load forecast in Fig. 

2.5 is generally much more accurate than the wind forecast in Fig. 2.4.  This is simply 

due to the much more predictable nature of the load demand curve. 

 
Fig. 2.6.  Example of comparison between load minus wind vs. hourly average vs. 

scheduled demand with calculated instantaneous following and imbalance reserve 

requirements. The final reserve requirement is the maximum and minimum of the 

bottom curve over the entire year, excluding the top and bottom 0.25% outliers. 

The plots in Fig. 2.6 show the following and imbalance reserve calculation for 

load minus wind, or load demand minus generated wind power, for the same one-day 

period in 2008.  The artifice of load minus wind, or load minus resource as will be 

discussed herein, is useful in order to better examine the impact of the renewable 

resource on the power system.  At low penetration levels, the power generation from 
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renewable resources looks similar to a negative load to the system operator, and it can 

thus be treated in this manner. 

Of particular interest in a comparison between Fig. 2.4, Fig. 2.5, and Fig. 2.6 is 

how close the scheduled/forecasted power is to the actual load minus wind line in Fig. 

2.6 versus the larger discrepancy between the two in Fig. 2.4.  This difference is due to 

the limited impact that the relatively small wind power generation (on the order of 

0.05 to 0.1 pu) has on the much larger load demand (on the order of 0.5 to 0.8 pu).  

Even though the forecast for the wind generation is much less accurate than the load 

forecast, when the two are combined the wind forecast has relatively little impact.  

Nevertheless, comparing the bottom plots in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6, it is apparent that 

the addition of the wind has had an effect on the following and imbalance reserve 

requirements.  For example, the maximum following requirement is larger in Fig. 2.6 

than it is in Fig. 2.5. 

It is essential to note, however, that these plots demonstrate 2008 data, with a 

maximum installed wind capacity of ~1,600 MW [17].  With the expected rapid 

growth of installed wind capacity to over 6,000 MW, the impact of the wind forecast 

on the imbalance requirement will grow.  This is discussed further in the results 

section below. 

2.6 Results 

The following and imbalance reserve requirement distributions that were 

generated from the load, wind, solar, and wave data for the various scenarios are 
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characterized by the statistics presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, respectively.  The 

first data column in each table represents the base load reserve requirement for each 

timescale.  This can be directly compared to the second data column, which presents 

the load minus 15% wind scenario.  This scenario most closely represents the current 

renewable resource portfolio in the Pacific Northwest.  On both the following and 

imbalance timescales (particularly the imbalance timescale), the deleterious effect of 

wind on utility reserve requirements is obvious. 

Table 2.1.  Results for Following Reserve Requirements Distribution (PU, Pbase = 

10754.5 MW) 

  Load Minus … 

 Load 15% Wind 
10% Wind + 

5% Solar 

10% Wind + 

5% Wave 

10% Wind + 

2.5% Solar 

+ 2.5% 

Wave 

5% Wind + 

5% Solar + 

5% Wave 

Min -0.02759 -0.02950 -0.02878 -0.02885 -0.02868 -0.02853 

Max 0.02124 0.02378 0.02229 0.02273 0.02254 0.02185 

Variance 3.7342e-005 4.5377e-005 4.1385e-005 4.1662e-005 4.1200e-005 3.9427e-005 

Skewness -0.27944 -0.23975 -0.24129 -0.26619 -0.25820 -0.24867 

MAE 0.00437 0.00489 0.00467 0.00468 0.00465 0.00455 

RMSE 0.00611 0.00674 0.00643 0.00645 0.00642 0.00628 

 

Table 2.2.  Results for Imbalance Reserve Requirements Distribution (PU, Pbase = 

10754.5 MW) 

  Load Minus … 

 Load 15% Wind 
10% Wind + 

5% Solar 

10% Wind + 

5% Wave 

10% Wind + 

2.5% Solar 

+ 2.5% 

Wave 

5% Wind + 

5% Solar + 

5% Wave 

Min -0.03992 -0.04454 -0.04048 -0.04214 -0.04115 -0.03960 

Max 0.03527 0.04159 0.03876 0.03693 0.03735 0.03832 

Variance 1.0515e-004 1.5190e-004 1.2898e-004 1.2767e-004 1.2677e-004 1.1532e-004 

Skewness -0.30070 -0.16913 -0.10718 -0.26165 -0.18798 -0.13444 

MAE 0.00759 0.00939 0.00865 0.00857 0.00854 0.00813 

RMSE 0.01025 0.01233 0.01136 0.01130 0.01126 0.01074 
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The minimum (min) and maximum (max) are the largest differences over the 

year between the hour average and 10 minute average (for following, Table 2.1) and 

the hourly forecast and hourly average (for imbalance, Table 2.2), after the top and 

bottom 0.25% of outliers are removed.  The max and min represent the necessary 

reserve requirement to cover the variability for a given timescale (following or 

imbalance).  The minimum row, being negative, represents cases in which there was 

less renewable generation than expected, or greater load than expected, or some 

combination of both.  Therefore, the system operator must increase dispatchable 

generation elsewhere in the system to cover the deficit.  This is called incremental 

reserve.  Similarly, the maximum row, being positive, corresponds to cases in which 

the renewable generation is greater than expected, or the load is less than expected, or 

a combination of both. The operator must decrease dispatchable generation to balance 

the system.  This is the decremental reserve. 

Comparing the first column (only load), with the second column (load minus 

15% wind penetration), the variability added by wind to the net load increases the 

reserve requirements.  For example, for the imbalance timescale (Table 2.2),  the 

decremental reserve required for the load alone is calculated to be 379.3 MW (0.03527 

pu), while for the load minus 15% wind it is 447.3 MW (0.04159 pu), and for the load 

minus 5% wind, 5% solar, and 5% wave, it is 412.1 MW (0.03832 pu).  These 

numbers represent the maximum amount over the year by which the forecasted net 

load exceeded the actual net load, and thus the necessary amount of decrease of 

dispatchable generation to accommodate the over-forecast (i.e., decremental reserve).  
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Thus, with the diversification of renewable resources, the reserve requirement is 

improved compared to the wind alone case. 

The mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) both 

increase significantly for 15% wind penetration.  More significant is that the RMSE 

increases more than the MAE.  Because larger errors are weighted more heavily in the 

RMSE, this implies an increase in the number of events requiring larger reserves.  The 

variance also increases. 

The next data column presents the load minus 10% wind and 5% solar 

scenario.  Comparing the results in this column to those for the load minus 15% wind 

distributions, it is obvious that by adding a second large-scale renewable resource to 

the portfolio, the reserve requirements on both the following and imbalance timescales 

are reduced.  This result is also borne out by the results in the next data column, which 

presents the load minus 10% wind and 5% wave scenario. 

Similar results are demonstrated in the fifth data column, presenting the load 

minus 10% wind, 2.5% solar, and 2.5% wave scenario.  The incremental and 

decremental reserve requirements for the following and imbalance distributions for 

this scenario fall between those for the previous two scenarios, as expected given the 

equal mix of solar and wave penetration. 

The final data column proves to be the most illuminating, however.  In this 

scenario, an equal mix of 5% wind, 5% solar, and 5% wave penetration is subtracted 

from the load.  This diverse renewable resource portfolio provides the largest benefit 
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to the reserve requirements for both the following and imbalance timescales compared 

to any of the other scenarios, especially the current portfolio of wind alone. 

For the equal mix scenario, the variance of both distributions is very close to 

those of the load alone.  Particularly for the imbalance reserve requirement 

distribution, the increased diversity of renewables is most helpful in reducing both the 

MAE and the RMSE.  In fact, unlike the load minus 15% wind scenario where the 

RMSE increased more than the MAE compared to the load alone, the RMSE and 

MAE increased approximately the same amount in the equal mix scenario, implying 

that the addition of the diverse renewables did not cause a disproportionate increase in 

the number of events requiring larger reserves.  From a utility perspective, this is an 

important difference from the current portfolio of wind alone. 

Another interesting observation is in the skewness.  In all cases the skewness is 

negative, which means that the net load (load minus renewable generation) is less than 

forecasted more often than not.  This could be caused by a tendency to over-forecast 

the load, or under-forecast the renewable generation.  The practical significance is that 

utility operators will need decremental reserve available more often than incremental 

reserve.  Also, the addition of variable, renewable generation tends to decrease the 

skewness. 
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Fig. 2.7.  Comparison of incremental and decremental following reserve requirements 

(in per unit) for each of the six scenarios analyzed. 

 
Fig. 2.8.  Comparison of incremental and decremental imbalance reserve requirements 

(in per unit) for each of the six scenarios analyzed. 
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A summary of the reserve requirements for the six analyzed scenarios is 

presented in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8.  In these two charts, the label “inc” refers to the 

incremental reserve requirement and the label “dec” refers to the decremental reserve 

requirement.  For the following case in Fig. 2.7, the difference between the various 

scenarios is relatively small, with the important note that all of the scenarios with a 

combination of renewable resources require fewer reserves than that with wind alone.  

In the imbalance case in Fig. 2.8, however, the differences become much more 

apparent.  In general, as the renewable resource contribution becomes more 

diversified, the imbalance reserve requirement tends to decrease. 

2.7 Conclusion 

The results of the analyses in this study lend evidence to the confirmation of 

the hypothesis that the various characteristics of wind, wave, and solar generation will 

allow a greater combined penetration rate than using only one predominate type of 

renewable power source.  By utilizing an equal mix of wind, solar, and wave power 

generation, the overall reserve requirements are reduced compared to those for wind 

alone.  Unfortunately, the current portfolio of renewable resources in the Pacific 

Northwest is almost exclusively composed of wind generation.  In the near future, the 

situation is only expected to grow more severe as more and more wind generation is 

installed.  By diversifying the portfolio, the increasing strain on BAA reserves can be 

lessened.  Diversification, however, would require significant resources to implement 
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wave and solar generation technologies on a scale as large as the current level of wind 

penetration. 

Opportunities for future work abound in this research area.  Improvement in 

forecasting accuracy alone can greatly help the imbalance reserve requirements.  

Possibilities for future study include the investigation of the impact of adding other 

renewable generation sources such as tidal power to the mix, as well as a study to 

determine the optimal combination of the various renewable resources to improve 

reserve requirements even further. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Most of the major renewable power sources, such as solar, wind, and ocean 

wave, are variable in time.  Variability arises from local turbulence, weather patterns, 

clouds, diurnal variations, and seasonal variations.  The variable, non-dispatchable 

nature of renewable power sources requires an increase in the utility reserve 

requirement to maintain reliability.  Power sources with greater minute-to-minute and 

hourly variation require greater reserves.  This paper presents a methodology for 

quantifying the variability of renewable power sources based on calculating the utility 

reserve requirement over short and medium time scales. 

3.1.1 Index Terms 

Wind power generation, solar power generation, Markov processes, power 

systems, power system reliability, power system stability, marine technology, 

simulation, reserve requirements. 

3.2 Introduction 

The existing utility power generation infrastructure is designed to 

accommodate significant variability in the form of changes in load or the loss of 

generation (either planned or unplanned) [1].  However, as variable renewable power 

generation (e.g., wind, solar, and wave power) increases to large levels, the additional 

variability can strain grid operation.  To accommodate the added variability, the utility 

operators carry a certain amount of generation on standby to cover either over-
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production or under-production of large renewable energy plants.  This flexible 

generation is called the “reserve.” 

Different renewable power sources have different variability characteristics.  

For example, wave power generally has less hourly variation than wind power, as 

shown in Fig. 3.1.  This variability can be quantified as in Fig. 3.1 by a histogram of 

magnitude of change from one sample to the next, or using other traditional methods 

such as calculating statistical measures (e.g., mean, variance, skewness, etc.).  The 

disadvantage of these approaches to the quantification of variability is that the results 

may not have any direct physical meaning. 

 
Fig. 3.1.  Histogram of hourly change for wind vs. ocean wave power (adapted from 

[2]). 

This paper presents a methodology for quantifying variability by calculating 

the approximate reserve requirement necessary for the utility to absorb large-scale 
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power production from a given variable, renewable power source.  The advantage of 

this methodology is that it yields a directly useful and intuitive value that reflects the 

cost and difficulty of absorbing the variability. 

3.3 Methodology 

In order to balance generation with load on a minute-by-minute, hourly, or 

daily basis, the variability of both the generation and the load must be examined.  

Variable renewable generation appears to the utility operators as a negative load.  

Therefore, all reserve calculations are done on load-minus-renewable-generation (i.e., 

net load). 

Three different timescales are currently used by the utility industry to calculate 

reserve requirements.  The first, regulation, is defined as the difference between the 

minute-to-minute load-minus-renewable-generation and the 10-minute average load-

minus-renewable-generation.  The second timescale, following, is defined as the 

difference between the 10-minute average load-minus-renewable-generation and the 

hourly average load-minus-renewable-generation.  The final timescale, imbalance, is 

defined as the difference between the hourly average load-minus-renewable-

generation and the forecasted load-minus-renewable-generation for that hour.  The 

imbalance component of the reserve requirements is directly impacted by the accuracy 

and frequency of the forecasted load-minus-renewable-generation [3]. 

Both the following and imbalance reserve requirements are illustrated in Fig. 

3.2.  The available data for use in this paper was at a 10-minute sample time, so the 
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regulation reserve component is not represented as it requires 1-minute sample time 

data.  This should not affect the analysis as the regulation reserve requirement is 

consistently smaller than the following and imbalance reserve requirements due to the 

generally small minute-to-minute resource variability [3]. 

 
Fig. 3.2.  Definition of following and imbalance reserve requirements. 

In order to calculate imbalance reserve requirements, the scheduled or 

forecasted power must be determined for both the renewable resource and the load.  

For this paper, a one-hour persistence method is used for the forecast.  The one-hour 

persistence method predicts that the renewable generation for the next hour will be the 

same as it is when the forecast is made.  The one-hour persistence method presents a 

simple and adequate baseline for forecasting the power generated by a variable, 
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renewable source.  Its primary limitation is a lag in the forecast for rapidly increasing 

or decreasing power (i.e., ramps). 

Utilizing the one-hour persistence method, it is then possible to calculate the 

following and imbalance reserve requirements for each renewable resource.  Industry-

standard practice for computing reserve requirements involves sorting the following 

and imbalance calculated reserves and then keeping the middle 99.5% of the data 

points, eliminating the top and bottom 0.25% of outliers.  According to the Bonneville 

Power Administration (BPA), this trimming of the data still enables the controllers to 

meet the necessary North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and 

Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) reliability guidelines for balancing 

power supply and demand, while eliminating those extremely rare events where 

required reserves are beyond three standard deviations from the mean [4]. 

The data used in this research is load power and wind power for the BPA 

balancing area, solar power for 10 locations in the Pacific Northwest calculated from 

irradiance, and ocean wave power for 3 locations in the Pacific Northwest calculated 

from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration buoys.  The solar power is 

modeled as 50% photovoltaic, and 50% concentrating thermal with a 6 hour thermal 

time constant.  All three data sets were from corresponding 10-minute samples for the 

year 2008. 

Penetration is defined as the ratio of peak renewable generation over the year 

to the peak load over the year.  To achieve a certain penetration level, the generation 

data is directly scaled. 
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This paper builds off of [5] and [6] by directly comparing the variability of 

wind, solar, and ocean wave against each other.  Another significant and unique 

contribution of this paper is the presentation of the expected increase in reserve 

requirement as a function of the level of penetration, as explained below. 

3.4 Synthetic Data Generation 

In order to develop an analysis of the various renewable energy resources 

under study, a considerable amount of data is required.  While it would be ideal to 

have multiple years of actual power data for all three of wind, solar, and ocean wave 

generation, this is simply not feasible (especially in the ocean wave case, given the 

current lack of installed generation).  Starting with the single year (2008) of real-world 

data available for this study, it is thus desirable to formulate a method for synthesizing 

power generation data that accurately represent the characteristics of the actual data.  

One method that has been discussed in literature is the use of Markov chain 

probability transition matrices [7], [8].  This method was adapted for this study to 

better suit the variability characteristics of the renewable resources. 

3.4.1 Initial Markov Chain Modeling 

A Markov chain is a stochastic process where the next state of a system is 

dependent solely on the system‟s current state.  These types of random processes can 

thus be characterized by a Markov state transition matrix Mij where the current state is 

represented by a row i, and the next state is represented by a column j.  For a 

continuous-time Markov process, the current state is at time t, and the next state is at 
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time t+1.  In the case of power generation data, the system state corresponds to one of 

a discrete number of equally-sized “bins.” Therefore, the probability of transitioning 

from one “bin” to another (i.e., from one power generation level to another) is 

represented by a single entry pij in the state transition matrix. 

A first-order Markov chain is one in which the next state is only dependent on 

the current state.  However, the Markov chain model can also be extended to higher 

orders, wherein the next state is dependent on the two or more immediately preceding 

states (e.g., a second-order Markov chain uses the last two states to determine the 

transition probability for the next state).  In the first-order case, the state transition 

matrix Mij has the property 

∑   
 

   (3.1) 

for any row i.  Correspondingly, each of the pij satisfy the property 

        (3.2) 

such that each row i forms a probability mass function for the transitional probability 

of moving from state i at time t to state j at time t+1.  These properties can be easily 

extended to the higher-order Markov chain models as well.  For example, in the 

second-order case, with state transition matrix Mijk and individual transition 

probabilities pijk, with the new index k signifying the next state, j representing the 

current state, and i representing the previous state, (3.1) becomes 

∑    
 

   (3.3) 
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for any row defined by i and j. 

Previous research [8] has found that the use of second-order Markov chain 

models to generate synthetic wind data produces results that more closely match the 

original data than with the use of first-order models.  Thus, for this study, a second-

order Markov chain was used as a baseline starting point for data generation.  One of 

the primary variables that can affect the characteristics of the generated data is the 

number of bins that are used to form the state transition probability matrix.  Generally, 

using more bins provides a more accurate outcome, but at the cost of additional 

computational complexity due to the size of the matrix [7].  For the wind and wave 

data in this study, 100 bins were used, while the solar data utilized 60 bins (the 

difference is explained further below). 

The formation of the state transition probability matrix is readily achieved by 

processing the real-world data (wind, solar, and wave) on a point-by-point basis.  To 

start, each data point‟s bin is determined, and then a simple count is performed 

moving forward in time through the data.  Given the previous two data points, the 

corresponding bin for the current data point is incremented by one, thus providing a 

count nijk of the number of occurrences for each next state given the previous two 

states.  To transform this into a probability transition matrix, it is then necessary to 

sum the total number of occurrences for each row and divide each nijk by this sum to 

determine the probability pijk of moving to state k given states i and j: 

     
    
∑      

 (3.4) 
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Utilizing the state transition probability matrix, it is then possible to generate 

synthetic power generation data.  Starting with two initial data points (given the 

second-order Markov chain, two initial points are necessary), a random number 

between 0 and 1 is first generated from a uniform distribution.  Through the discrete 

inversion method, this uniformly distributed random number is then transformed into a 

random number distributed according to the cumulative distribution function 

represented by the corresponding row of the state transition probability matrix given 

the previous two states.  Since each row of the matrix forms a probability mass 

function, the cumulative sum of each row forms the corresponding cumulative 

distribution function.  It is then simple to determine the specific bin where the random 

number is greater than the previous bin but less than the next bin.  This bin is therefore 

the state for the next data point.  Given the continuous nature of the data and the 

discrete nature of the bins, the final step is to utilize another uniformly distributed 

random number to determine exactly where within the selected bin the next data point 

will fall.  This process is repeated moving forward through time until an entire year of 

data points (52704 10-minute data points for 2008) is constructed. 

3.4.2 Markov Chain Adaptations 

Given the unique nature of the renewable generation resources in this study, 

the use of a simple second-order Markov chain model produced results that often did 

not resemble the initial data.  All three of wind, solar, and ocean wave generation 

generally exhibit both monthly/seasonal and daily (if not hourly) dependence.  For 

example, solar generation is generally much greater in the summer than in the winter 
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given the increased solar irradiance of the summertime.  Similarly, in many locations 

around the world, wind generation exhibits day/night dependence (although in the 

Pacific Northwest of the US, this dependence is far overshadowed by temperature and 

frontal effects).  Thus, utilizing a Markov chain model that ignores these dependencies 

produces synthetic data that fails to match reality. 

In order to address this disparity, this study proposed the addition of two more 

new state indices to the previously-described second-order Markov chain model: 

month of the year (12 possible states), and time (either the specific hour of the day (24 

possible states) or simply a binary day/night state).  For the solar generation data, the 

specific hour of the day is very important to determining the generated power given 

the high correlation between the two, while in the wind and wave cases, a simple 

day/night binary state provides enough differentiation while at the same time 

remaining computationally feasible.  This difference in the number of states for the 

time index accounts for the differing number of bins used in the state transition 

probability matrix as described above.  In order to allow for 24 states in the solar time 

index, the number of bins had to be reduced from 100 to 60 to make the calculations 

feasible, given that a five-dimensional Markov state transition probability matrix was 

now required. 

The addition of these new state indices, however, introduced a new problem 

due to the continuous time nature of the data.  In traditional Markov chain theory, it is 

possible to have a state where it is possible to “transition into, but not out of, itself” 

[9].  These types of states are known as trapping or absorbing states.  In the case of 
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this study, a similar problem arose when the state indices were made dependent on 

time.  It was possible to start at time t in one set of given states (month, hour, previous, 

and current bins) and move to another set of given states at time t+1 where no 

probability mass function existed due to the forward passage of time (and the 

corresponding month and hour state indices).  By having to increment the states for the 

month and hour at the same time as moving to a new power state, there was no longer 

a guarantee that the combination of the new month, hour, previous, and current states 

would yield a row of the transition matrix with a viable probability mass function.  

Thus, instead of an absorbing state it was possible to arrive in a null state, so-named 

because the values for the applicable row of the state transition probability matrix 

were null for this case (i.e., no probability mass function existed because no 

occurrences were counted in the formation of the matrix and thus by (3.4), all nijk were 

zero, resulting in null values for that row). 

Several methods were formulated to address this problem, with varying levels 

of success.  An initial solution was to simply perform a search through the state 

transition matrix to find the next closest hour with the same previous and current states 

that yielded a valid probability distribution.  This, however, was not a complete 

solution because it did not deal with those cases where the month transition was the 

cause of the null state.  A second solution, building off the first attempt, utilized a 

more complex two-state search to find the combination of month and hour that 

provided a valid distribution.  This method was deemed unsatisfactory because it often 
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produced anomalies in the data (for example, producing solar generation in the middle 

of the night). 

The final solution to the null state problem thus required that the month and 

hour remain unmodified so as to maintain the time-dependent nature of the data.  

Therefore, it was necessary to create an algorithm that performed a search through the 

sets of previous and current bins to find a usable probability distribution.  Logically, 

the best probability distribution to use would be the one that is closest in two-

dimensional Euclidean space to the original previous, current pair.  Thus, the 

Euclidean distance between each possible pair of bins and the original (null state) bins 

was calculated as such 

    √(       )  (       )  (3.5) 

and sorted according to the magnitude of dij.  Next, a search was performed to find the 

first pair of i and j that yielded a non-null probability mass function.  This row of the 

state transition probability matrix was then utilized to determine the next data point for 

the power generation time-series. 

Utilizing this method, the synthetic solar generation data had less than 4% of 

its data points produced from a null state case (the solar resource was the worst case 

given the large number of hour states), while the wind and wave resources both had 

less than 1% of their data points from the null state case.  In all three cases, the 

average Euclidean distance that yielded a viable probability mass function was less 
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than 1.5 (i.e., the pair of previous and current bins that yielded a viable distribution 

was generally very close to the original null state pair). 

Thus, to generate the synthetic data for this study, a Markov state transition 

probability matrix Mmhijk was used, where m is the month, h is the hour (or binary 

day/night), i is the previous state, j is the current state, and k is the next state.  Utilizing 

the methods described above, 100 sets of synthetic power generation time-series data 

were produced for each of wind, solar, and ocean wave generation. 

3.4.3 Data Validation 

One of the key considerations in producing synthetic power generation data is 

ensuring that the synthetic data accurately reproduces the characteristics of the real-

world data from which it is sourced.  While there are a variety of statistical measures 

(e.g., mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis) that are often used to compare sets of data, it 

is often the case that these measures do not fully capture the unique nature of the data 

in question (especially in the case of time-series data) [8].  Thus, it is important to 

consider several different measures to determine the validity of the synthetic data. 

The three methods that were used to compare the actual and synthetic data for 

this study were normalized autocorrelation, probability distribution (histogram), and 

visual inspection.  The normalized autocorrelation provides insight into the periodic 

nature of the resources and how well the synthetically generated data compare in 

preserving that time dependence.  Similarly, the probability distribution plots provide 

insight into how well the overall power generation characteristics of the renewable 

resources are being captured in the synthetic data.  Finally, visual inspection also plays 
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an important role in verifying that the synthetic data match a variety of characteristics 

of the actual data that are difficult to capture using purely statistical methods (e.g., 

wind ramps). 

The plots for normalized autocorrelation for wind, solar, and ocean wave 

generation are shown in Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4, and Fig. 3.5, respectively.  In addition, the 

probability distribution plots for wind, solar, and ocean wave generation are shown in 

Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7, and Fig. 3.8, respectively.  It is important to note that the synthetic 

data shown in these plots is a sample of one of the 100 sets of generated time-series 

data.  While the autocorrelation plots for solar and ocean wave are almost perfect 

matches, the wind autocorrelation has some deviations between the synthetic and 

actual data, particularly for the small amount of diurnal periodicity.  However, 

compared to previous results [8], the synthetic data generated with the additional state 

indices for month and hour demonstrates a marked improvement.  Nevertheless, this is 

an area that could benefit from additional research in the future.  For the probability 

distribution plots in Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7, and Fig. 3.8, the match between actual and 

synthetic data is clearly quite good.  Thus, it was determined that the synthetic data 

validates reasonably well with the real-world data. 
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Fig. 3.3.  Normalized autocorrelation for actual vs. sample synthetic wind power 

generation data. 

 
Fig. 3.4.  Normalized autocorrelation for actual vs. sample synthetic solar power 

generation data. 
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Fig. 3.5.  Normalized autocorrelation for actual vs. sample synthetic ocean wave 

power generation data. 

 
Fig. 3.6.  Probability distribution for actual vs. sample synthetic wind power 

generation data. 
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Fig. 3.7.  Probability distribution for actual vs. sample synthetic solar power 

generation data. 

 
Fig. 3.8.  Probability distribution for actual vs. sample synthetic ocean wave power 

generation data. 
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3.5 Results 

Utilizing each of the 100 sets of data scaled at 1 percent intervals between 1 

and 15 percent penetration for each of wind, solar, and ocean wave generation, the 

following and imbalance reserve requirements were calculated.  In order to minimize 

the effect of any irregularities caused by the synthetic data, the average following and 

imbalance reserve requirements over the 100 sets were utilized.  In order to provide 

clarity, the following and imbalance reserve requirements were plotted separately for 

wind, solar, and ocean wave.  Fig. 3.9, Fig. 3.10, and Fig. 3.11 demonstrate the 

following reserve requirements as a percentage increase over the reserve requirement 

for base load as the penetration percentage increases for wind, solar, and ocean wave, 

respectively.  Similarly, Fig. 3.12, Fig. 3.13, and Fig. 3.14 demonstrate the imbalance 

reserve requirements as a percentage increase over the base load reserve for increasing 

penetration percentage for wind, solar, and ocean wave, respectively.  Given the use of 

averaging over the 100 synthetic data sets, the error bars illustrate a one standard 

deviation error on either side of the average values for each penetration percentage on 

all of the plots. 

The quadratic best-fit line was found and is presented for each plot, along with 

the value of the coefficient of determination that demonstrates the quality of the fit.  

Clearly, the quadratic functions are a good fit to the data.  It is important to note that 

for each of wind, solar, and ocean wave, the scaling for the following and imbalance 

plots was kept consistent to make it clear how the imbalance reserve requirement is 

generally larger in each case than the following reserve requirement.  Similarly, when 
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comparing the different renewable resources, it is important to take note of the scale 

differences between the three sets of plots. 

Comparing the wind and solar resources (Fig. 3.9-10, Fig. 3.12-13), it is clear 

that as penetration percentage increases, the variability of wind causes a much larger 

increase in reserve requirement (for both following and imbalance) than in the solar 

case.  However, the comparison between wind and ocean wave is even more 

impressive (Fig. 3.9 compared to Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 compared to Fig. 3.14).  The 

ocean wave resource requires a significantly smaller increase in reserve requirements 

as penetration percentage increases than the wind resource (and even compared to the 

solar resource in the imbalance case).  This is an important result because it 

demonstrates that the use of diversified renewable resources will allow an increase in 

penetration percentage while lessening the impact of increasing reserve requirements 

[5]. 
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Fig. 3.9.  Percentage change in following reserve requirement from base load for wind 

as a function of penetration percentage. 

 
Fig. 3.10.  Percentage change in following reserve requirement from base load for 

solar as a function of penetration percentage. 
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Fig. 3.11.  Percentage change in following reserve requirement from base load for 

ocean wave as a function of penetration percentage. 

 
Fig. 3.12.  Percentage change in imbalance reserve requirement from base load for 

wind as a function of penetration percentage. 
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Fig. 3.13.  Percentage change in imbalance reserve requirement from base load for 

solar as a function of penetration percentage. 

 
Fig. 3.14.  Percentage change in imbalance reserve requirement from base load for 

ocean wave as a function of penetration percentage. 
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For clarity, Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16 directly illustrate a comparison between 

wind, solar, and ocean wave generation for following and imbalance reserves (without 

the error bars and at the same scale).  In the imbalance case, as penetration approaches 

15 percent, reserve requirements for wind are increased by almost 15 percent over the 

base load, while reserve requirements for solar are only increased by roughly 7 percent 

and for ocean wave by less than 4.2 percent.  Thus, the results demonstrate how the 

variability of each of these resources (and the impact of that variability on a power 

system) can be quantified through reserve requirements. 

 
Fig. 3.15.  Comparison of change in following reserve requirement from base load 

between wind, solar, and ocean wave generation as a function of penetration 

percentage. 
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Fig. 3.16.  Comparison of change in imbalance reserve requirement from base load 

between wind, solar, and ocean wave generation as a function of penetration 

percentage. 

3.6 Conclusions 

The paper presents several key conclusions.  

 A method for generating synthetic renewable resource power data that closely 

replicates the salient statistical properties of the real data is presented and 

analyzed. 

 Ocean wave power and solar power generally have lower reserve requirements 

than wind power.  The mathematical relationship between penetration and reserve 

requirements for each renewable power source is also presented. 

 Quantifying variability of renewable energy sources by reserve requirements is 

valid and meaningful, and in some ways more immediately meaningful in 
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understanding the real-world implications of renewable energy integration than 

traditional statistical measures of variability. 
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4 Conclusion 

As the demand for renewable energy resources grows, the ability of power 

system operators to deal with the variability inherent to these new generation sources 

will continue to be tested.  It was shown that by utilizing an equal mix of different 

types of renewable resources (e.g., wind, solar, and ocean wave), the overall reserve 

requirement can be decreased for an equivalent level of penetration compared to the 

use of wind power alone.  While this idyllic equal-mix scenario may not happen 

immediately (or even in the next few years), the results demonstrate that even a small 

amount of diversification can have a positive effect on the reserve requirement level.  

Thus, the research shows that it is to the system operators‟ benefit to explore the 

addition of solar (both photovoltaic and thermal) and ocean wave resources to the 

Pacific Northwest power grid. 

In terms of addressing one of the major roadblocks to research in the area of 

renewable resource variability, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to generate 

synthetic time-series power generation data that is morphologically and statistically 

similar to actual data utilizing an adapted second-order Markov transition matrix.  

While differences still remain between the synthetic and actual data, the methodology 

has been demonstrated as a viable starting point to analyze how reserve requirements 

change with increasing penetration level in a power system.  The generated synthetic 

data was utilized to compare wind, solar, and ocean wave resources, and it was found 

that the increase in reserve requirements for both solar and ocean wave is much less 
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than that for wind as the penetration level increases.  This result reinforces the 

conclusion that both solar and ocean wave power generation are good candidates for 

further exploration in large-scale grid integration scenarios as part of a diversified 

portfolio of renewable sources (including wind power). 

As power system operators continue to forecast and analyze what their 

generation portfolios will look like in the future, the methods for analyzing renewable 

resource variability through the use of reserve requirements, as presented in this thesis, 

provide a meaningful tool that they can use.  Given the complexities inherent in both 

operating the current grid and planning for the future, reserve requirements are a 

relatively simple yet powerful measure that can be used to further large-scale 

renewable resource integration. 

4.1 Future Work 

Many opportunities for future work exist in this area.  As a starting point, 

improving renewable resource forecasting, specifically for wind, will have a major 

positive effect on the magnitude of the imbalance reserve requirement.  Expanding on 

the results presented in Section 2.6, the question of what specific mix of different 

renewable sources provides the greatest benefit in terms of reserve requirements 

remains to be answered. 

The topic of synthetic data generation is similarly rife with opportunities for 

advancement.  While the second-order Markov method presented in this work 

represents a solid foundation, research remains to be completed into matching the 
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unusual ramping characteristics of the actual wind power generation data.  Moreover, 

as previous research has demonstrated that moving from a first-order to second-order 

Markov method has a positive effect on the statistical accuracy of the generated data, 

research into higher-order Markov generation methods also remains to be done.  This 

research, however, is somewhat limited by the exponentially-increasing computational 

complexity of moving to higher-order state transition matrices – a problem that is also 

in need of investigation. 

Finally, while the work in this thesis was completed under a copper-sheet 

assumption (i.e., unlimited transmission capability), real-world power systems are 

very much constrained in their transmission and distribution capacity.  Thus, future 

research is required into the development of a test system that can be used to simulate 

different renewable resource integration scenarios under actual transmission 

constraints. 
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APPENDIX 1:  MATLAB Wave Farm Power Generation Code 

% File: WaveFarmGen.m 

% Description: Wave data generation from NDBC buoy data utilizing Dr. 

%              Ozkan-Haller's arraywaterelevation function and segments of 

%              Shaun McArthur's original wave data generation code. 

%              Modified to utilize linear interpolation between hour 

%              datapoints to smooth out hour-to-hour transitions. 

% Created by : Doug Halamay 

% Last Modified : 6-18-10 

  

%% Initialize 

  

clc; clear all; close all; 

  

% Size of buoy array (Nx x Ny) 

Nx = 5; 

Ny = 80; 

% Time step size 

tstep = 0.5; 

% Subtract tstep to make the t vector even 

tend = 60*10-tstep; 

  

% k factor to determine power proportionality to velocity 

% Chosen to make the capacity factor = 0.5 for January 6, 2008. 

k = 2.65e5; 

  

%Counter for number of bad data sets encountered in data file. 

badset = 0;  

  

%% Data file input 

fprintf('Enter NDBC data file name:'); 

filename = input(': ','s'); 

datafile = load(filename); 

  

fprintf('\n'); 

  

%% Analysis loop 

%Preallocate solution array space 

final = zeros(size(datafile,1),6); 

  

for j=1:size(datafile,1)-1 %Step through each row in current datafile, ignoring bad 

data. 

        tloop=tic; 

        fprintf('\nProcessing data set %g of %g \n',j,size(datafile,1));  

         

        % Extract SWH, DP, and DIR from NDBC dataset columns. 

        % Make sure to strip header from data files! 

        Hs = datafile(j,9); 

        Td = datafile(j,10); 

        dir = datafile(j,12); 

         

        % To do interpolation, we also need the next value 

        Hs2 = datafile(j+1,9); 

        Td2 = datafile(j+1,10); 

        dir2 = datafile(j+1,12); 

         

        % Check for bad data set by examining SWH data value. If bad/no data 

        % (code 99), skip ahead to next row in data set, ignoring all 

        % subsequent calculations. 

        if (Hs == 99) 

            badset = badset + 1; 

            continue %Go on to next data set (iterate j loop) 

        else 
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            % Do the same check for the second value that we need.  If we 

            % encounter bad data, find the next good row, and use that 

            % value as our next value instead. 

            if Hs2 == 99 

                i = 2; 

                while Hs2 == 99 

                    Hs2 = datafile(j+i,9); 

                    Td2 = datafile(j+i,10); 

                    dir2 = datafile(j+i,12); 

                    i = i+1; 

                end 

            end 

             

            % Calculate wave direction (have to convert from NDBC 

            % convention to Dr. Ozkan-Haller's code convention 

            wavedir = dir_fix(dir); 

            wavedir2 = dir_fix(dir2); 

             

            % Interpolate values for the interceding ten-minute data points 

            Hsinterp = interp1([0 60],[Hs Hs2],[10 20 30 40 50]); 

            Tdinterp = interp1([0 60],[Td Td2],[10 20 30 40 50]); 

            dirinterp = interp1([0 60],[wavedir wavedir2],[10 20 30 40 50]); 

             

            % Set up the final input vectors for the arraywaterelevation 

            % function 

            HsVec = [Hs Hsinterp]; 

            TdVec = [Td Tdinterp]; 

            dirVec = [wavedir dirinterp]; 

             

            % Loop to generate the wave height array for each ten-minute 

            % time point 

            for h = 1:6 

                 

                % Call Dr. Ozkan-Haller's function 

                whTime = 

arraywaterelevation(Nx,Ny,HsVec(h),TdVec(h),dirVec(h),tend,tstep); 

                 

                % Determine velocity given the difference in wave height 

                % over time 

                velTime = diff(whTime,1,3)./tstep; 

                 

                % Power is proportional to the square of velocity 

                pow = k.*velTime.^2; 

                 

                % Saturate the power at 250 kW 

                pow(pow >= 250e3) = 250e3; 

                 

                % Rearrange the power array 

                powTime = squeeze(sum(sum(pow,1),2)); 

                 

                % Duplicate the last point (we are always missing one final 

                % point because we required an even t vector) 

                powTime = [powTime;powTime(end)]; 

                 

                % Faster to just do mean, since this is only a single 

                % average 

                % powTimeAve = filter(ones(1,1200)/1200,1,powTime); 

                 

                % Calculate the mean power over the ten minutes 

                final(j,h) = mean(powTime); 

            end 

            

        end 

        toc(tloop); 

end 
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% Process the very last hour (can't use interpolation) 

fprintf('\nProcessing data set %g of %g \n',j+1,size(datafile,1));  

  

% Grab the data from the file and repeat the previous process 

Hs = datafile(j+1,9); 

Td  = datafile(j+1,10); 

dir = datafile(j+1,12); 

wavedir = dir_fix(dir); 

tend = 60*60-tstep; 

  

whTime = arraywaterelevation(Nx,Ny,Hs,Td,wavedir,tend,tstep); 

  

velTime = diff(whTime,1,3)./tstep; 

  

pow = k.*velTime.^2; 

  

pow(pow >= 250e3) = 250e3; 

  

powTime = squeeze(sum(sum(pow,1),2)); 

  

powTime = [powTime;powTime(end)]; 

  

% Faster to use a filter here to do the average 

powTimeAve = filter(ones(1,1200)/1200,1,powTime); 

  

% Pick out the appropriate values 

final(j+1,1:6) = powTimeAve(1200:1200:end); 

  

% Build the final results array using the original time/date values and our 

% calculated powers 

final = [datafile(:,1:5) final]; 
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APPENDIX 2:  MATLAB Data Analysis Code for TPS Paper 

% File: DataAnalysis2.m 

% Description: Initial load, wind, solar, and wave data analysis with six 

%              different scenarios presented for Transactions on Power 

%              Systems Paper. 

% Created by : Doug Halamay 

% Last Modified : 7-16-10 

  

%% Data loading 

clc;clear all;close all; 

  

% Turn plots on (1) or off (0) 

plots = 1; 

  

% Load the 2008 wind and load data 

load 08AllData10minAve.mat; 

  

% Load the 2007 load data for load forecasting 

load 07AllData10minAve.mat; 

  

% Load the 2008 solar data 

load 08SolarData.mat; 

  

% Load the 2008 wave data 

load 08WaveData.mat; 

  

%% Initialization 

% We have seven cases to deal with 

% 1: Wind (Not shown) 

% 2: Load 

% 3: Load Net 15% Wind 

% 4: Load Net 10% Wind + 5% Solar 

% 5: Load Net 10% Wind + 5% Wave 

% 6: Load Net 10% Wind + 2.5% Solar + 2.5% Wave 

% 7: Load Net 5% Wind + 5% Solar + 5% Wave 

  

% Initialize the number of data sets we're working with 

numDataSets = 7; 

dataLength = length(wind10); 

  

% Normalize 2008 load data 

load10 = load10./load10max; 

  

% Normalize 2007 load data 

load0710 = load0710./load10max; 

load07_month_ave_fullyear = load07_month_ave_fullyear./load10max; 

  

% Normalize wind data (to load data max) 

wind10 = wind10./load10max; 

% Scale wind data to 15% 

wind10 = wind10.*(.15/(wind10max/load10max)); 

% Scale wind data to 10% 

windscaled10 = wind10.*(.10/.15); 

% Scale wind data to 5% 

windscaled510 = wind10.*(.05/.15); 

  

% Normalize the solar data 

% First, convert to MW and get the max 

solar10 = solar10./1e6; 

solar10max = max(solar10); 

% Then, normalize (the raw solar data is at 5% already) 

solar10 = solar10./load10max; 

% Scale solar data to 2.5% 
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solarscaled2510 = solar10.*(.025/(solar10max/load10max)); 

  

% Normalize the wave data 

% First, convert to MW and get the max 

wave10 = wave10./1e6; 

wave10max = max(wave10); 

% Scale to 5% 

wave10 = wave10.*(.05/(wave10max/load10max)); 

% Get the new max 

wave10max = max(wave10); 

% Normalize 

wave10 = wave10./load10max; 

% Scale the wave data to 2.5% 

wavescaled2510 = wave10.*(.025/(wave10max/load10max)); 

  

%% Initialize different cases 

% Case 3: 

% Calculate load net wind 

loadnetwind10 = load10 - wind10; 

  

% Case 4: 

% Calculate load net 10% wind + 5% solar 

loadnetwindsolar10 = load10 - windscaled10 - solar10; 

  

% Case 5: 

% Calculate load net 10% wind + 5% wave 

loadnetwindwave10 = load10 - windscaled10 - wave10; 

  

% Case 6: 

% Calculate load net 10% wind + 2.5% solar + 2.5% wave 

loadnetwindwavesolar25 = load10 - windscaled10 - solarscaled2510 - wavescaled2510; 

  

% Case 7: 

% Calculate load net 5% wind + 5% solar + 5% wave 

loadnetwindwavesolar5 = load10 - windscaled510 - solar10 - wave10; 

  

% Initialize hour-average vectors 

windHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

windscaledHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

windscaled5HourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

solarHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

solarscaled25HourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

waveHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

wavescaled25HourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

loadHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

load07HourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

loadnetwindHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

loadnetwindsolarHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

loadnetwindwaveHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

loadnetwindwavesolar25HourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

loadnetwindwavesolar5HourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

  

%% Initialize following and imbalance matrices 

% These will come in handy later when we calculate stats on all of the 

% collected data. 

% Row 1: Wind (Unused) 

% Row 2: Load 

% Row 3: Load Net 15% Wind 

% Row 4: Load Net 10% Wind + 5% Solar 

% Row 5: Load Net 10% Wind + 5% Wave 

% Row 6: Load Net 10% Wind + 2.5% Solar + 2.5% Wave 

% Row 7: Load Net 5% Wind + 5% Solar + 5% Wave 

  

follow = zeros(numDataSets,dataLength); 

imbalance = zeros(numDataSets,dataLength); 
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%% Perform 15% wind analysis 

  

% Calculate wind hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

windHourAve(1) = wind10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(wind10) 

    windHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(wind10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        windHourAve(i-5) = (windHourAve(i-4) + windHourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate wind following difference 

follow(1,:) = windHourAve - wind10; 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function 

windSchedule = powerforecastfixed(wind10,0,0,1,2); 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

windScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(windSchedule)); 

windSchedule(windScheduleNaNs) = windHourAve(windScheduleNaNs); 

  

% Calculate the wind imbalance difference 

imbalance(1,:) = windSchedule - windHourAve; 

  

%% Perform 10% wind analysis 

  

% Calculate wind hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

windscaledHourAve(1) = windscaled10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(windscaled10) 

    windscaledHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(windscaled10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        windscaledHourAve(i-5) = (windscaledHourAve(i-4) + windscaledHourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function 

windscaledSchedule = powerforecastfixed(windscaled10,0,0,1,2); 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

windscaledScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(windscaledSchedule)); 

windscaledSchedule(windscaledScheduleNaNs) = 

windscaledHourAve(windscaledScheduleNaNs); 

  

%% Perform 5% wind analysis 

  

% Calculate wind hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

windscaled5HourAve(1) = windscaled510(1); 

for i=6:6:length(windscaled510) 

    windscaled5HourAve(i-4:i) = mean(windscaled510(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        windscaled5HourAve(i-5) = (windscaled5HourAve(i-4) + windscaled5HourAve(i-

6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function 

windscaled5Schedule = powerforecastfixed(windscaled510,0,0,1,2); 
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% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

windscaled5ScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(windscaled5Schedule)); 

windscaled5Schedule(windscaled5ScheduleNaNs) = 

windscaled5HourAve(windscaled5ScheduleNaNs); 

  

%% Perform load analysis 

  

% Calculate load hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

loadHourAve(1) = load10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(load10) 

    loadHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(load10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        loadHourAve(i-5) = (loadHourAve(i-4) + loadHourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate load following difference 

follow(2,:) = loadHourAve - load10; 

  

% Initialize the load schedule vector 

loadSchedule = NaN(size(load10)); 

  

% Calculate previous year load hour averages (introduces month-to-month 

% transition discontinuities) 

load07HourAve(1) = load07_month_ave_fullyear(1); 

for i=6:6:length(load07_month_ave_fullyear) 

    load07HourAve(i-4:i) = mean(load07_month_ave_fullyear(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        load07HourAve(i-5) = (load07HourAve(i-4) + load07HourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate hour average load differences between 2007 and 2008 

loadDiff = loadHourAve - load07HourAve; 

  

% Initialize loadSchedule with the first hour 

loadSchedule(1:7) = loadHourAve(1:7); 

  

% Calculate the scheduled load using the previous year's data and some 

% logic functions 

for i = 6:6:length(load10)-3 

    for k = 2:6 

        loadSchedule(i+k) = load07HourAve(i+k) + mean(loadDiff(i-5:i)); 

         

        % Deal with unexpected lags or leads (commented off for now) 

%         if abs(mean(diff(load10(i-3:i)))) > 0.005 

%             % Add back in an average of the amount we are lagging or 

%             % leading over the previous half-hour 

%             loadSchedule(i+k) = loadSchedule(i+k) + mean(loadHourAve(i-3:i) - 

loadSchedule(i-3:i)); 

%         end 

    end 

     

    % Deal with discontinuity issues caused by month-to-month transitions 

    if (mean(diff(load10(i-4:i))) < 0 && (loadSchedule(i+2) > loadSchedule(i))) || 

(mean(diff(load10(i-4:i))) > 0 && (loadSchedule(i+2) < loadSchedule(i))) 

        % Go with 1-hour persistence in these cases 

        loadSchedule(i+2:i+6) = load10(i); 

    end 

     

    % Fix the transition point 

    loadSchedule(i+1) = (loadSchedule(i) + loadSchedule(i+2))/2; 

end 
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% Fix the NaNs (for the very last hour) 

loadScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(loadSchedule)); 

loadSchedule(loadScheduleNaNs) = load10(loadScheduleNaNs); 

  

% Calculate the load imbalance difference 

imbalance(2,:) = loadSchedule - loadHourAve; 

  

%% Perform 5% solar analysis 

  

% Calculate solar hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

solarHourAve(1) = solar10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(solar10) 

    solarHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(solar10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        solarHourAve(i-5) = (solarHourAve(i-4) + solarHourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function 

solarSchedule = powerforecastfixed(solar10,0,0,1,2); 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

solarScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(solarSchedule)); 

solarSchedule(solarScheduleNaNs) = solarHourAve(solarScheduleNaNs); 

  

%% Perform 2.5% solar analysis 

  

% Calculate solar hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

solarscaled25HourAve(1) = solarscaled2510(1); 

for i=6:6:length(solarscaled2510) 

    solarscaled25HourAve(i-4:i) = mean(solarscaled2510(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        solarscaled25HourAve(i-5) = (solarscaled25HourAve(i-4) + 

solarscaled25HourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function 

solarscaled25Schedule = powerforecastfixed(solarscaled2510,0,0,1,2); 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

solarscaled25ScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(solarscaled25Schedule)); 

solarscaled25Schedule(solarscaled25ScheduleNaNs) = 

solarscaled25HourAve(solarscaled25ScheduleNaNs); 

  

%% Perform 5% wave analysis 

  

% Calculate wave hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

waveHourAve(1) = wave10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(wave10) 

    waveHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(wave10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        waveHourAve(i-5) = (waveHourAve(i-4) + waveHourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 
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% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function 

waveSchedule = powerforecastfixed(wave10,0,0,1,2); 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

waveScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(waveSchedule)); 

waveSchedule(waveScheduleNaNs) = waveHourAve(waveScheduleNaNs); 

  

%% Perform 2.5% wave analysis 

  

% Calculate wave hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

wavescaled25HourAve(1) = wavescaled2510(1); 

for i=6:6:length(wavescaled2510) 

    wavescaled25HourAve(i-4:i) = mean(wavescaled2510(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        wavescaled25HourAve(i-5) = (wavescaled25HourAve(i-4) + wavescaled25HourAve(i-

6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function 

wavescaled25Schedule = powerforecastfixed(wavescaled2510,0,0,1,2); 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

wavescaled25ScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(wavescaled25Schedule)); 

wavescaled25Schedule(wavescaled25ScheduleNaNs) = 

wavescaled25HourAve(wavescaled25ScheduleNaNs); 

  

%% Perform load net 15% wind analysis  

  

% Calculate load net wind hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

loadnetwindHourAve(1) = loadnetwind10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(loadnetwind10) 

    loadnetwindHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(loadnetwind10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        loadnetwindHourAve(i-5) = (loadnetwindHourAve(i-4) + loadnetwindHourAve(i-

6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate following difference 

follow(3,:) = loadnetwindHourAve - loadnetwind10; 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function for the wind schedule and 

% the custom load schedule algorithm above 

loadnetwindSchedule = loadSchedule - windSchedule; 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

loadnetwindScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(loadnetwindSchedule)); 

loadnetwindSchedule(loadnetwindScheduleNaNs) = loadnetwind10(loadnetwindScheduleNaNs); 

  

% Calculate the imbalance difference 

imbalance(3,:) = loadnetwindSchedule - loadnetwindHourAve; 

  

%% Perform load net 10% wind + 5% solar analysis  

  

% Calculate load net 10% wind + 5% solar hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

loadnetwindsolarHourAve(1) = loadnetwindsolar10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(loadnetwindsolar10) 
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    loadnetwindsolarHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(loadnetwindsolar10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        loadnetwindsolarHourAve(i-5) = (loadnetwindsolarHourAve(i-4) + 

loadnetwindsolarHourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate following difference 

follow(4,:) = loadnetwindsolarHourAve - loadnetwindsolar10; 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function for the wind (scaled) schedule and 

% the custom load schedule algorithm above 

loadnetwindsolarSchedule = loadSchedule - windscaledSchedule - solarSchedule; 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

loadnetwindsolarScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(loadnetwindsolarSchedule)); 

loadnetwindsolarSchedule(loadnetwindsolarScheduleNaNs) = 

loadnetwindsolar10(loadnetwindsolarScheduleNaNs); 

  

% Calculate the imbalance difference 

imbalance(4,:) = loadnetwindsolarSchedule - loadnetwindsolarHourAve; 

  

%% Perform load net 10% wind + 5% wave analysis  

  

% Calculate load net 10% wind + 5% wave hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

loadnetwindwaveHourAve(1) = loadnetwindwave10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(loadnetwindwave10) 

    loadnetwindwaveHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(loadnetwindwave10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        loadnetwindwaveHourAve(i-5) = (loadnetwindwaveHourAve(i-4) + 

loadnetwindwaveHourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate following difference 

follow(5,:) = loadnetwindwaveHourAve - loadnetwindwave10; 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function for the wind (scaled) schedule and 

% the custom load schedule algorithm above 

loadnetwindwaveSchedule = loadSchedule - windscaledSchedule - waveSchedule; 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

loadnetwindwaveScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(loadnetwindwaveSchedule)); 

loadnetwindwaveSchedule(loadnetwindwaveScheduleNaNs) = 

loadnetwindwave10(loadnetwindwaveScheduleNaNs); 

  

% Calculate the imbalance difference 

imbalance(5,:) = loadnetwindwaveSchedule - loadnetwindwaveHourAve; 

  

%% Perform load net 10% wind + 2.5% solar + 2.5% wave analysis  

  

% Calculate load net 10% wind + 2.5% solar + 2.5% wave hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

loadnetwindwavesolar25HourAve(1) = loadnetwindwavesolar25(1); 

for i=6:6:length(loadnetwindwavesolar25) 

    loadnetwindwavesolar25HourAve(i-4:i) = mean(loadnetwindwavesolar25(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        loadnetwindwavesolar25HourAve(i-5) = (loadnetwindwavesolar25HourAve(i-4) + 

loadnetwindwavesolar25HourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 
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% Calculate following difference 

follow(6,:) = loadnetwindwavesolar25HourAve - loadnetwindwavesolar25; 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function for the wind (scaled) schedule and 

% the custom load schedule algorithm above 

loadnetwindwavesolar25Schedule = loadSchedule - windscaledSchedule - 

wavescaled25Schedule - solarscaled25Schedule; 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

loadnetwindwavesolar25ScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(loadnetwindwavesolar25Schedule)); 

loadnetwindwavesolar25Schedule(loadnetwindwavesolar25ScheduleNaNs) = 

loadnetwindwavesolar25(loadnetwindwavesolar25ScheduleNaNs); 

  

% Calculate the imbalance difference 

imbalance(6,:) = loadnetwindwavesolar25Schedule - loadnetwindwavesolar25HourAve; 

  

%% Perform load net 5% wind + 5% solar + 5% wave analysis  

  

% Calculate load net 5% wind + 5% solar + 5% wave hour averages 

% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

loadnetwindwavesolar5HourAve(1) = loadnetwindwavesolar5(1); 

for i=6:6:length(loadnetwindwavesolar5) 

    loadnetwindwavesolar5HourAve(i-4:i) = mean(loadnetwindwavesolar5(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        loadnetwindwavesolar5HourAve(i-5) = (loadnetwindwavesolar5HourAve(i-4) + 

loadnetwindwavesolar5HourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate following difference 

follow(7,:) = loadnetwindwavesolar5HourAve - loadnetwindwavesolar5; 

  

% Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

% Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function for the wind (scaled) schedule and 

% the custom load schedule algorithm above 

loadnetwindwavesolar5Schedule = loadSchedule - windscaled5Schedule - waveSchedule - 

solarSchedule; 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

loadnetwindwavesolar5ScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(loadnetwindwavesolar5Schedule)); 

loadnetwindwavesolar5Schedule(loadnetwindwavesolar5ScheduleNaNs) = 

loadnetwindwavesolar5(loadnetwindwavesolar5ScheduleNaNs); 

  

% Calculate the imbalance difference 

imbalance(7,:) = loadnetwindwavesolar5Schedule - loadnetwindwavesolar5HourAve; 

  

  

%% Plots 

  

if plots == 1 

    % Plot the load vs hourly average vs scheduled 

    % Choose a 'nice' day where there is a lot of variation 

    figure(1); 

    subplot(2,1,1,'FontSize',13); 

    plot(load10, '-', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    hold on; 

    xlabel('Time (10-minute increments)'); 

    ylabel('Load (pu)'); 

    title('Load vs Hourly Average vs Schedule'); 

    axis([2000 2144 0.4 0.9]); 

    % Put ticks on days 13-15 (2000 is day 13.889) 

    set(gca,'xtick',[(24*6*[13:(1/6):15])]); 

    plot(loadHourAve, '--', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 
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    plot(loadSchedule, 'r-.', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    legend('Actual Load','Load Hour Ave.','Load Sched.','Location', 'Southeast'); 

     

    % Plot an example of the load following and load imbalance differences 

    subplot(2,1,2,'FontSize',13); 

    plot(follow(2,:), '-', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    hold on; 

    xlabel('Time (10-minute increments)'); 

    ylabel('Load Power Difference (pu)'); 

    title('Load Power Difference (Following and Imbalance)'); 

    axis([2000 2144 -.05 .05]); 

    grid on; 

    set(gca,'ytick',[(-.05:0.025:.05)]); 

    % Put ticks on days 13-15 (2000 is day 13.889) 

    set(gca,'xtick',[(24*6*[13:(1/6):15])]); 

    plot(imbalance(2,:),'--', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    legend('Load Following','Load Imbalance','Location', 'Northeast'); 

    print('-dtiffn','-r600','.\images\Load'); 

    print('-dpng','-r600','.\images\Load'); 

     

    % Plot the wind farm power output vs hourly average vs scheduled 

    % Choose a 'nice' day where there is a lot of variation 

    figure(2); 

    subplot(1,1,1,'FontSize',13); 

    plot(wind10, '-', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    hold on; 

    xlabel('Time (10-minute increments)'); 

    ylabel('Wind Power (pu)'); 

%     title('Wind Power Output vs Hourly Average vs Schedule'); 

    axis([2000 2144 0 0.14]); 

    % Put ticks on days 13-15 (2000 is day 13.889) 

    set(gca,'xtick',[(24*6*[13:(1/6):15])]); 

    plot(windHourAve, '--', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    plot(windSchedule, 'r-.', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    legend('Actual Wind','Wind Hour Ave.','Wind Sched.','Location', 'Northeast'); 

     

    print('-dtiffn','-r600','.\images\Wind'); 

    print('-dpng','-r600','.\images\Wind'); 

     

    % Plot the load net wind power output vs hourly average vs scheduled 

    % Choose a 'nice' day where there is a lot of variation 

    figure(3); 

    subplot(2,1,1,'FontSize',13); 

    plot(loadnetwind10, '-', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    hold on; 

    xlabel('Time (10-minute increments)'); 

    ylabel('Load - Wind Power (pu)'); 

    title('Load Minus Wind Power vs Hourly Average vs Schedule'); 

    axis([2000 2144 0.4 0.9]); 

    % Put ticks on days 13-15 (2000 is day 13.889) 

    set(gca,'xtick',[(24*6*[13:(1/6):15])]); 

    plot(loadnetwindHourAve, '--', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    plot(loadnetwindSchedule, 'r-.', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    legend('Actual Load-Wind','Load-Wind Hour Ave.','Load-Wind Sched.','Location', 

'Southeast'); 

     

    % Plot an example of the load net wind following and wind imbalance differences 

    subplot(2,1,2,'FontSize',13); 

    plot(follow(3,:), '-', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    hold on; 

    xlabel('Time (10-minute increments)'); 

    ylabel('Load - Wind Power Diff. (pu)'); 

    title('Load Minus Wind Power Difference (Following and Imbalance)'); 

    axis([2000 2144 -.05 .05]); 

    grid on; 

    set(gca,'ytick',[(-.05:0.025:.05)]);     
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    % Put ticks on days 13-15 (2000 is day 13.889) 

    set(gca,'xtick',[(24*6*[13:(1/6):15])]); 

    plot(imbalance(3,:),'--', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    legend('Load-Wind Follow.','Load-Wind Imbal.','Location', 'Northeast'); 

    print('-dtiffn','-r600','.\images\LoadnetWind'); 

    print('-dpng','-r600','.\images\LoadnetWind'); 

    

    

    followimbalplot = zeros(3,2052-2028); 

    followimbalplot(1,:) = wind10(2029:2052); 

    followimbalplot(2,:) = windHourAve(2029:2052); 

    followimbalplot(3,:) = windSchedule(2029:2052); 

    % Generate figure for following vs. imbalance 

    figure(5); 

    plot(followimbalplot(1,:), '-*', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    hold on; 

    xlabel('Time (10-minute increments)','FontSize',13); 

    ylabel('Load Minus Wind Power (pu)','FontSize',13); 

%     title('Following vs. Imbalance','FontSize',13); 

    axis([0 2052-2028 0.0695 0.114]); 

    % Put ticks on days 13-15 (2000 is day 13.889) 

    set(gca,'xtick',[(24*6*[0:(1/24):1])],'FontSize',13); 

    plot(followimbalplot(2,:), '--', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    plot(followimbalplot(3,:), 'r-.', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    legend('Actual Load-Wind','Load-Wind Hour Ave.','Load-Wind Sched.','Location', 

'Southwest'); 

    % Create arrow 

    annotation('arrow',[0.6582 0.6582],[0.2952 0.6676],'HeadLength',8,... 

        'HeadWidth',8, 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    % Create arrow 

    annotation('arrow',[0.4852 0.4852],[0.7660 0.666],'HeadLength',8,... 

        'HeadWidth',8, 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    % Create arrow 

    annotation('arrow',[0.4103 0.4103],[0.7679 0.8361],'HeadLength',8,... 

        'HeadWidth',8, 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    % Create arrow 

    annotation('arrow',[0.6799 0.6799],[0.2954 0.243],'HeadLength',8,... 

        'HeadWidth',8, 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    % Create arrow 

    annotation('arrow',[0.6141 0.6141],[0.2953 0.3365],'HeadLength',8,... 

        'HeadWidth',8, 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    % Create textbox 

    annotation('textbox',[0.3577 0.7465 0.04109 0.026],... 

        'String',{'Imbalance'},... 

        'FontSize',10,... 

        'FontName','Arial',... 

        'FitBoxToText','off',... 

        'LineStyle','none'); 

    % Create textbox 

    annotation('textbox',[0.6133 0.6669 0.04109 0.03752],... 

        'String',{'Imbalance'},... 

        'FontSize',10,... 

        'FontName','Arial',... 

        'FitBoxToText','off',... 

        'LineStyle','none'); 

    % Create textbox 

    % [0.4241 0.6155 0.03587 0.02136] 

     

    annotation('textbox',[0.4098 0.6478 0.03587 0.02136],... 

        'String',{'Following'},... 

        'FontSize',10,... 

        'FontName','Arial',... 

        'FitBoxToText','off',... 

        'LineStyle','none'); 

    % Create textbox 

    annotation('textbox',[0.6079 0.2155 0.03598 0.026],... 
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        'String',{'Following'},... 

        'FontSize',10,... 

        'FontName','Arial',... 

        'FitBoxToText','off',... 

        'LineStyle','none'); 

    % Create textbox 

    annotation('textbox',[0.55 0.2698 0.04348 0.03279],... 

        'String',{'Following'},... 

        'FontSize',10,... 

        'FontName','Arial',... 

        'FitBoxToText','off',... 

        'LineStyle','none'); 

    print('-dtiffn','-r600','.\images\FollowImbalExplain'); 

    print('-dpng','-r600','.\images\FollowImbalExplain'); 

     

    % Plot an example of daily load variation 

    figure(6); 

    subplot(1,1,1,'FontSize',13); 

    plot(load10(2016:2016+4*144),'b', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

    ylim([0.6 0.9]); 

    xlabel('Time (10-minute increments)','FontSize',13); 

    ylabel('Load (pu)','FontSize',13); 

%     title('Load vs. Time for a 4-Day Period','FontSize',13); 

    print('-dtiffn','-r600','.\images\LoadVar'); 

    print('-dpng','-r600','.\images\LoadVar'); 

       

% Plot the raw load, wind, solar, and wave data 

loadYear = zeros(1,366); 

windYear = zeros(1,366); 

solarYear = zeros(1,366); 

waveYear = zeros(1,366); 

for i = 1:366 

    loadYear(i) = mean(load10(144*i-143:i*144)); 

    windYear(i) = mean(windscaled510(144*i-143:i*144)); 

    solarYear(i) = mean(solar10(144*i-143:i*144)); 

    waveYear(i) = mean(wave10(144*i-143:i*144)); 

end 

figure(7); 

subplot(2,2,1,'FontSize',13); 

plot(loadYear,'b', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

xlabel('Day','FontSize',12); 

ylabel('Power (pu)','FontSize',12); 

title('Load'); 

ylim([0 0.9]); 

xlim([0 366]); 

set(gca,'XTick',[90 180 270 360]); 

  

subplot(2,2,2,'FontSize',13); 

plot(windYear,'b', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

xlabel('Day','FontSize',12); 

ylabel('Power (pu)','FontSize',12); 

title('Wind'); 

ylim([0 0.05]); 

xlim([0 366]); 

set(gca,'XTick',[90 180 270 360]); 

  

subplot(2,2,3,'FontSize',13); 

plot(solarYear,'b', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

xlabel('Day','FontSize',12); 

ylabel('Power (pu)','FontSize',12); 

title('Solar'); 

ylim([0 0.05]); 

xlim([0 366]); 

set(gca,'XTick',[90 180 270 360]); 

  

subplot(2,2,4,'FontSize',13); 
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plot(waveYear,'b', 'LineWidth', 1.3); 

xlabel('Day','FontSize',12); 

ylabel('Power (pu)','FontSize',12); 

title('Wave'); 

ylim([0 0.05]); 

xlim([0 366]); 

set(gca,'XTick',[90 180 270 360]); 

print('-dtiffn','-r600','.\images\Year'); 

print('-dpng','-r600','.\images\Year'); 

  

end 

  

%% Outlier removal 

  

% Throw out the top and bottom 0.25% of the following and imbalance 

% matrices by using a temp matrix to sort into and then trimming 

followTempSort = zeros(numDataSets,dataLength); 

imbalanceTempSort = zeros(numDataSets,dataLength); 

  

% Sort the data 

for k=1:7 

    followTempSort(k,:) = sort(follow(k,:)); 

    imbalanceTempSort(k,:) = sort(imbalance(k,:)); 

end 

  

% Create new (shorter) matrices to contain the trimmed data 

newDataLength = ceil(dataLength*.995); 

followSort = zeros(numDataSets,newDataLength); 

imbalanceSort = zeros(numDataSets,newDataLength); 

  

% Cut off the bottom and top 0.25% of the data and save in the new matrices 

for k=1:7 

    followSort(k,:) = followTempSort(k,ceil((dataLength - 

newDataLength)/2):floor((dataLength + newDataLength)/2)); 

    imbalanceSort(k,:) = imbalanceTempSort(k,ceil((dataLength - 

newDataLength)/2):floor((dataLength + newDataLength)/2)); 

end 

  

%% Display results in a table 

  

results1 = zeros(8,numDataSets); 

results2 = zeros(8,numDataSets); 

results3 = zeros(8,numDataSets); 

results4 = zeros(8,numDataSets); 

  

% Create a cell array to store the labels for easy access later 

labels = cell(8,1); 

labels{1} = 'Min     '; 

labels{2} = 'Max     '; 

labels{3} = 'Mean    '; 

labels{4} = 'Var     '; 

labels{5} = 'Skew    '; 

labels{6} = 'Kurtosis'; 

labels{7} = 'MAE     '; 

labels{8} = 'RMSE    '; 

  

% Calculate stats (use a for loop to minimize code length) 

for k=1:7 

    % Following 

    results1(1,k) = min(follow(k,:)); 

    results1(2,k) = max(follow(k,:)); 

    results1(3,k) = mean(follow(k,:)); 

    results1(4,k) = var(follow(k,:)); 

    results1(5,k) = skewness(follow(k,:)); 

    results1(6,k) = kurtosis(follow(k,:)); 

    % MAE 
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    results1(7,k) = (1/length(follow(k,:)))*sum(abs(follow(k,:))); 

    % RMSE 

    results1(8,k) = sqrt((1/length(follow(k,:)))*sum((follow(k,:)).^2)); 

     

    % Imbalance 

    results2(1,k) = min(imbalance(k,:)); 

    results2(2,k) = max(imbalance(k,:)); 

    results2(3,k) = mean(imbalance(k,:)); 

    results2(4,k) = var(imbalance(k,:)); 

    results2(5,k) = skewness(imbalance(k,:)); 

    results2(6,k) = kurtosis(imbalance(k,:)); 

    % MAE 

    results2(7,k) = (1/length(imbalance(k,:)))*sum(abs(imbalance(k,:))); 

    % RMSE 

    results2(8,k) = sqrt((1/length(imbalance(k,:)))*sum((imbalance(k,:)).^2)); 

     

    % Following (99.5% Data) 

    results3(1,k) = min(followSort(k,:)); 

    results3(2,k) = max(followSort(k,:)); 

    results3(3,k) = mean(followSort(k,:)); 

    results3(4,k) = var(followSort(k,:)); 

    results3(5,k) = skewness(followSort(k,:)); 

    results3(6,k) = kurtosis(followSort(k,:)); 

    % MAE 

    results3(7,k) = (1/length(followSort(k,:)))*sum(abs(followSort(k,:))); 

    % RMSE 

    results3(8,k) = sqrt((1/length(followSort(k,:)))*sum((followSort(k,:)).^2)); 

     

    % Imbalance (99.5% Data) 

    results4(1,k) = min(imbalanceSort(k,:)); 

    results4(2,k) = max(imbalanceSort(k,:)); 

    results4(3,k) = mean(imbalanceSort(k,:)); 

    results4(4,k) = var(imbalanceSort(k,:)); 

    results4(5,k) = skewness(imbalanceSort(k,:)); 

    results4(6,k) = kurtosis(imbalanceSort(k,:)); 

    % MAE 

    results4(7,k) = (1/length(imbalanceSort(k,:)))*sum(abs(imbalanceSort(k,:))); 

    % RMSE 

    results4(8,k) = sqrt((1/length(imbalanceSort(k,:)))*sum((imbalanceSort(k,:)).^2)); 

end 

  

disp('Following:') 

disp('             

______________________________________________(pu)____________________________________

_____________') 

disp('Statistic        Load        Load Net Wind     Load Net W+S     Load Net W+W    

Load-10%W+S+W    Load-5%(W+S+W)') 

for k = 1:8 

    if (k == 3 || k==4) 

        disp([labels{k},'    ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results1(k,2)),'     ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results1(k,3)),'     ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results1(k,4)),'    ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results1(k,5)),'     ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results1(k,6)),'     ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results1(k,7))]); 

    else 

        disp([labels{k},'      ',sprintf('%9.5f',results1(k,2)),'        

',sprintf('%9.5f',results1(k,3)),'        ',sprintf('%9.5f',results1(k,4)),'       

',sprintf('%9.5f',results1(k,5)),'        ',sprintf('%9.5f',results1(k,6)),'        

',sprintf('%9.5f',results1(k,7))]); 

    end 

end 

  

disp(' '); 

disp('Imbalance:') 

disp('             

______________________________________________(pu)____________________________________

_____________') 
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disp('Statistic        Load        Load Net Wind     Load Net W+S     Load Net W+W    

Load-10%W+S+W    Load-5%(W+S+W)') 

for k = 1:8 

    if (k == 3 || k==4) 

        disp([labels{k},'    ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results2(k,2)),'     ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results2(k,3)),'     ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results2(k,4)),'    ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results2(k,5)),'     ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results2(k,6)),'     ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results2(k,7))]); 

    else 

        disp([labels{k},'      ',sprintf('%9.5f',results2(k,2)),'        

',sprintf('%9.5f',results2(k,3)),'        ',sprintf('%9.5f',results2(k,4)),'       

',sprintf('%9.5f',results2(k,5)),'        ',sprintf('%9.5f',results2(k,6)),'        

',sprintf('%9.5f',results2(k,7))]); 

    end 

end 

  

disp(' '); 

disp(' '); 

disp('With Outliers Removed (kept middle 99.5% of data):'); 

disp('Following:') 

disp('             

______________________________________________(pu)____________________________________

_____________') 

disp('Statistic        Load        Load Net Wind     Load Net W+S     Load Net W+W    

Load-10%W+S+W    Load-5%(W+S+W)') 

for k = 1:8 

    if (k == 3 || k==4) 

        disp([labels{k},'    ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results3(k,2)),'     ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results3(k,3)),'     ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results3(k,4)),'    ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results3(k,5)),'     ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results3(k,6)),'     ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results3(k,7))]); 

    else 

        disp([labels{k},'      ',sprintf('%9.5f',results3(k,2)),'        

',sprintf('%9.5f',results3(k,3)),'        ',sprintf('%9.5f',results3(k,4)),'       

',sprintf('%9.5f',results3(k,5)),'        ',sprintf('%9.5f',results3(k,6)),'        

',sprintf('%9.5f',results3(k,7))]); 

    end 

end 

  

disp(' '); 

disp('Imbalance:') 

disp('             

______________________________________________(pu)____________________________________

_____________') 

disp('Statistic        Load        Load Net Wind     Load Net W+S     Load Net W+W    

Load-10%W+S+W    Load-5%(W+S+W)') 

for k = 1:8 

    if (k == 3 || k==4) 

        disp([labels{k},'    ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results4(k,2)),'     ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results4(k,3)),'     ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results4(k,4)),'    ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results4(k,5)),'     ',sprintf('% 0.4e',results4(k,6)),'     ',sprintf('% 

0.4e',results4(k,7))]); 

    else 

        disp([labels{k},'      ',sprintf('%9.5f',results4(k,2)),'        

',sprintf('%9.5f',results4(k,3)),'        ',sprintf('%9.5f',results4(k,4)),'       

',sprintf('%9.5f',results4(k,5)),'        ',sprintf('%9.5f',results4(k,6)),'        

',sprintf('%9.5f',results4(k,7))]); 

    end 

end 
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APPENDIX 3:  MATLAB Markov Transition Matrix Generation 

Code (Wind example) for ECCE Paper 

% File: MarkovGenWindFinal.m 

% Description: Create Markov matrix from wind data and then store data in a 

% .mat file for use in other m-files. 

% Created by : Doug Halamay 

% Last Modified : 5-13-10 

tic; 

clc; clear all; close all; 

  

% Load existing wind data 

load 08AllData10minAve.mat; 

  

% Number of days in each month of the year 

month_days = [31,29,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31]; 

  

% Get max and min 

wind_max = max(wind10); 

wind_min = min(wind10); 

  

% Have to add 1 to the difference between max and min to account for the 

% fact that we actually reach the max occasionally (to prevent having a 

% sample attempt to go into one more bin than we actually have). 

wind_diff = wind_max - wind_min+1; 

  

% Set up number of bins 

% NOTE: Can't handle more than 100 bins for wind 

num_bins = 100; 

bin_size = wind_diff/num_bins; 

  

%% Generate the markov matrix 

% Set up the empty markov matrix: 

% markov(month,day/night,prev2_sample,prev_sample,curr_sample) 

markov = zeros(12,2,num_bins,num_bins,num_bins); 

  

% Set up the fall-back markov matrix (to deal with situations where we end 

% up in an "absorbing" state) - not currently used: 

% markov2(prev2_sample,prev_sample,curr_sample) 

markov2 = zeros(num_bins,num_bins,num_bins); 

  

for n = 0:11 

    for i = sum(month_days(1:n))*144+1:sum(month_days(1:n+1))*144 

    % We have to skip the very first two indices because there is no previous 

    % sample in this case 

    if i < 3 

        continue 

    end 

    % Get the current sample and the next samples 

    current_sample = wind10(i); 

    prev_sample = wind10(i-1); 

    prev2_sample = wind10(i-2); 

    time_sample = mod(floor((i+6*6)/(12*6)),2); 

     

    % Count occurrences to form the markov matrix 

    % 

    % Use the floor function to always round down and we have to add 1 

    % because the matrix dimensions start from 1 and not 0. 

    

markov(n+1,time_sample+1,floor(prev2_sample/bin_size)+1,floor(prev_sample/bin_size)+1,

floor(current_sample/bin_size)+1)= 
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markov(n+1,time_sample+1,floor(prev2_sample/bin_size)+1,floor(prev_sample/bin_size)+1,

floor(current_sample/bin_size)+1)+1; 

    

markov2(floor(prev2_sample/bin_size)+1,floor(prev_sample/bin_size)+1,floor(current_sam

ple/bin_size)+1) = 

markov2(floor(prev2_sample/bin_size)+1,floor(prev_sample/bin_size)+1,floor(current_sam

ple/bin_size)+1)+1; 

    end 

end 

  

% Generate the rowsum matrix (in vectorized form to save mega run time) 

rowsum = sum(markov,5); 

rowsum2 = sum(markov2,3); 

  

% And normalize (using nifty vectorized code I found to optimize this 

% function: http://www.psi.toronto.edu/~vincent/matlabindexrepmat.html) 

markov = markov ./ rowsum(:, :, :, :, ones(size(markov,5),1)); 

markov2 = markov2 ./ rowsum2(:, :, ones(size(markov2,3),1)); 

  

% Show a 3-d plot of the markov 

% figure(1); 

% bar3(markov); 

  

save('MarkovWindMonthHourPrev2PrevCurr.mat','markov','markov2','num_bins','bin_size'); 

toc; 
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APPENDIX 4:  MATLAB Synthetic Data Generation Code (Wind 

example) for ECCE Paper 

% File: MarkovWindTimeFinal.m 

% Description: Regenerate new wind data from a previously generated 

% Markov matrix (month,day/night,prev2,prev,curr) 

% Created by : Doug Halamay 

% Last Modified : 5-25-10 

  

clc; clear all; close all; 

  

% Load existing wind data 

load 08AllData10minAve.mat; 

  

% Load markov matrix, num_bins, bin_size 

load MarkovWindMonthHourPrev2PrevCurr.mat; 

  

% Number of days in each month of the year 

month_days = [31,29,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31]; 

  

% Set number of synthetic sets we want 

num_sets = 100; 

  

% Get max and min 

wind_max = max(wind10); 

wind_min = min(wind10); 

  

% Have to add 1 to the difference between max and min to account for the 

% fact that we actually reach the max occasionally (to prevent having a 

% sample attempt to go into one more bin than we actually have). 

wind_diff = wind_max - wind_min+1; 

  

%% Re-generate wind data 

% Start with empty matrix 

wind10gen = zeros(num_sets, length(wind10)); 

wind10genmax = zeros(1, num_sets); 

  

for rep = 1:num_sets 

    tic; 

    % Seed with the initial wind value from the existing data 

    wind10prev = wind10(1); 

    wind10curr = wind10(2); 

     

    % Generate new wind power output data using the following algorithm: 

    % Start with a random number generated from a uniform distribution, 

    % then apply the discrete inversion method to transform that random number 

    % according to the distribution represented by the applicable row of the 

    % markov matrix.  This gives the index (bin) of the next data point.  Since 

    % that index represents a range of wind data, we then generate a new random 

    % number to determine exactly where in that bin the next data point is 

    % located. 

    wind10gen(rep,1) = wind10prev; 

    count = 0; 

    totaldist = 0; 

    for n=0:11 

        % Figure out which month we are in 

        for i = sum(month_days(1:n))*144+1:sum(month_days(1:n+1))*144 

            if i == 1 

                continue 

            end 

            % Store the current value 

            wind10gen(rep,i) = wind10curr; 
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            % Determine night/day 

            wind10time = mod(floor((i+6*6)/(12*6)),2); 

            % Generate random number (uniform distribution) 

            randsample = rand; 

            % Deal with moving from one "hour state" to another, wherein we may 

            % not have a probability distribution to use.  This is currently 

            % implemented using a search to find the next closest pair of 

            % prevbin/currbin (using Euclidean distance) that has a valid 

            % distribution. 

            if 

isnan(markov(n+1,wind10time+1,floor(wind10prev/bin_size)+1,floor(wind10curr/bin_size)+

1,1)) 

                % Increment count (to see how many times we get an absorbing 

                % state 

                count = count + 1; 

                 

                % Find the bins that the values correspond to (note the +1 

                % already added here) 

                prevbinsaved = floor(wind10prev/bin_size)+1; 

                currbinsaved = floor(wind10curr/bin_size)+1; 

                 

                % Set up our results array 

                distresult = zeros(num_bins*num_bins,3); 

                 

                % Loop through all possible combinations of bins (this is the 

                % brute force method...) 

                row = 1; 

                for k = 1:num_bins 

                    for l = 1:num_bins 

                        distance = sqrt((k-prevbinsaved)^2 + (l-currbinsaved)^2); 

                        distresult(row,1) = k; 

                        distresult(row,2) = l; 

                        distresult(row,3) = distance; 

                        % Increment to the next row in our results array 

                        row = row+1; 

                    end 

                end 

                 

                % Sort the results array by distance (3rd column) 

                distresult = sortrows(distresult,3); 

                 

                % Find the next closest prevbin/currbin pair with a valid 

                % distribution (start at g = 2 because the first row in 

                % distresult is the original prevbin/currbin pair). 

                g = 2; 

                prevbin = distresult(g,1); 

                currbin = distresult(g,2); 

                while isnan(markov(n+1,wind10time+1,prevbin,currbin,1)) 

                    g = g+1; 

                    prevbin = distresult(g,1); 

                    currbin = distresult(g,2); 

                end 

                 

                % Keep a running sum of the total distance so that we can find 

                % the average distance at the end. 

                totaldist = totaldist + distresult(g,3); 

                 

                % Do our discrete inversion here to generate the next point 

                % (since we've replaced wind10prev and wind10curr with prevbin 

                % and currbin) 

                index = find(randsample < 

cumsum(markov(n+1,wind10time+1,prevbin,currbin,:)), 1); 

                wind10next = rand*bin_size + (index-1)*bin_size; 

                 

                % Store the next value as the current value and then loop 

                % wind10prev = (currbin-1)*bin_size; 
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                wind10prev = wind10curr; 

                wind10curr = wind10next; 

                 

                % Continue to the next data point (don't execute the rest of 

                % the code outside of the if statement below). 

                continue 

            end 

             

            % Apply discrete inversion method to transform to appropriate 

            % distribution and get the index of the bin for the next point 

            index = find(randsample < 

cumsum(markov(n+1,wind10time+1,floor(wind10prev/bin_size)+1,floor(wind10curr/bin_size)

+1,:)), 1); 

            % Generate another random number (uniform) to determine where in the 

            % bin to locate the next point 

            wind10next = rand*bin_size + (index-1)*bin_size; 

            % Store the next value as the current value and then loop 

            wind10prev = wind10curr; 

            wind10curr = wind10next; 

        end 

    end 

     

    % Calculate the max for the current rep and store it 

    wind10genmax(rep) = max(wind10gen(rep,:)); 

     

    % Display the total count of how many times we got stuck in an absorbing 

    % state and the average distance of the point that we used. 

    disp(['Absorbing state count: ', num2str(count)]) 

    disp(['Average Euclidean distance: ', num2str(totaldist/count)]) 

    disp(num2str(rep)); 

    toc; 

    disp(' ') 

end 

  

% Save the data 

save('Wind10Gen.mat','wind10gen','wind10genmax','num_sets'); 

  

% Plot the resulting data 

figure(1) 

plot(wind10./wind10max); 

figure(2) 

plot(wind10gen(1,:)./max(wind10gen(1,:))); 

  

%% Calculate and display the usual stats 

disp('              Mean     Var     Skew'); 

disp(['Actual wind: ',num2str(mean(wind10)),' ',num2str(var(wind10)),' 

',num2str(skewness(wind10))]); 

disp(['Gener. wind: ',num2str(mean(mean(wind10gen,2))),' 

',num2str(mean(var(wind10gen,0,2))),' ',num2str(mean(skewness(wind10gen')))]); 

  

%% Calculate sample autocorrelation (to see how close we are) 

  

c1 = xcorr(wind10','coeff'); 

c2 = xcorr(wind10gen(1,:)','coeff'); 

figure 

hold on 

plot(c1(52704:length(c1))) 

plot(c2(52704:length(c2)),'r') 
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APPENDIX 5:  MATLAB Synthetic Data Analysis Code (Wind 

example) for ECCE Paper 

% File: ECCEWindFinal.m 

% Description: Initial load and wind data analysis using 100 synthetic wind 

%              data sets and sweeping each from 1-15% penetration, 

%              optimized to remove as many calls to "mean" as possible. 

% Created by : Doug Halamay 

% Last Modified : 6-3-10 

  

%% Data loading 

tic; 

clc;clear all;close all; 

  

% Turn plots on (1) or off (0) 

plots = 1; 

  

% Load the 2008 wind and load data 

load 08AllData10minAve.mat; 

  

% Load the 2007 load data for load forecasting 

load 07AllData10minAve.mat; 

  

% Load the synthetic wind data 

load Wind10Gen.mat; 

  

% Set up the default matlabpool for parallel processing 

% matlabpool open; 

  

%% Initialization 

% Sweeps 

%  

% We need to sweep (1-15%) 

sweepMax = 15; 

  

% Initialize the number of data sets we're working with 

numDataSets = 1; 

dataLength = length(wind10gen(1,:)); 

  

% Normalize 2008 load data 

load10 = load10./load10max; 

  

% Normalize 2007 load data 

load0710 = load0710./load10max; 

load07_month_ave_fullyear = load07_month_ave_fullyear./load10max; 

  

% Normalize wind data (to load data max) - already in MW 

wind10gen = wind10gen./load10max; 

% Scale wind data to 5% (as a starting point) 

for i = 1:num_sets 

    wind10gen(i,:) = wind10gen(i,:).*(.05/(wind10genmax(1,i)/load10max)); 

end 

  

% Initialize results arrays 

windFollowInc = zeros(num_sets,sweepMax); 

windImbalInc = zeros(num_sets,sweepMax); 

  

%% Load analysis (only needs to be done once) 

loadHourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

load07HourAve = zeros(1,dataLength); 

  

% Calculate load hour averages 
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% These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

% points (including the 0:50 point). 

loadHourAve(1) = load10(1); 

for i=6:6:length(load10) 

    loadHourAve(i-4:i) = mean(load10(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        loadHourAve(i-5) = (loadHourAve(i-4) + loadHourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate load following difference 

followLoad = loadHourAve - load10; 

  

% Calculate previous year load hour averages (introduces month-to-month 

% transition discontinuities) 

load07HourAve(1) = load07_month_ave_fullyear(1); 

for i=6:6:length(load07_month_ave_fullyear) 

    load07HourAve(i-4:i) = mean(load07_month_ave_fullyear(i-5:i)); 

    if(i>6) 

        load07HourAve(i-5) = (load07HourAve(i-4) + load07HourAve(i-6))/2; 

    end 

end 

  

% Calculate hour average load differences between 2007 and 2008 

loadDiff = loadHourAve - load07HourAve; 

  

% Initialize the load schedule vector 

loadSchedule = NaN(size(load10)); 

  

% Initialize loadSchedule with the first hour 

loadSchedule(1:7) = loadHourAve(1:7); 

  

% Calculate the scheduled load using the previous year's data and some 

% logic functions 

for i = 6:6:length(load10)-3 

    for k = 2:6 

        loadSchedule(i+k) = load07HourAve(i+k) + mean(loadDiff(i-5:i)); 

         

        % Deal with unexpected lags or leads (commented off for now) 

        %         if abs(mean(diff(load10(i-3:i)))) > 0.005 

        %             % Add back in an average of the amount we are lagging or 

        %             % leading over the previous half-hour 

        %             loadSchedule(i+k) = loadSchedule(i+k) + mean(loadHourAve(i-3:i) 

- loadSchedule(i-3:i)); 

        %         end 

    end 

     

    % Deal with discontinuity issues caused by month-to-month transitions 

    if (mean(diff(load10(i-4:i))) < 0 && (loadSchedule(i+2) > loadSchedule(i))) || 

(mean(diff(load10(i-4:i))) > 0 && (loadSchedule(i+2) < loadSchedule(i))) 

        % Go with 1-hour persistence in these cases 

        loadSchedule(i+2:i+6) = load10(i); 

    end 

     

    % Fix the transition point 

    loadSchedule(i+1) = (loadSchedule(i) + loadSchedule(i+2))/2; 

end 

  

% Fix the NaNs (for the very last hour) 

loadScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(loadSchedule)); 

loadSchedule(loadScheduleNaNs) = load10(loadScheduleNaNs); 

  

% Calculate the load imbalance difference 

imbalanceLoad = loadSchedule - loadHourAve; 

  

%% Load outlier removal (only needs to be done once) 
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% Throw out the top and bottom 0.25% of the following and imbalance 

% matrices by using a temp matrix to sort into and then trimming 

  

% Sort the data 

followTempSort = sort(followLoad); 

imbalanceTempSort = sort(imbalanceLoad); 

  

% Create new (shorter) matrices to contain the trimmed data 

newDataLength = ceil(dataLength*.995); 

  

% Cut off the bottom and top 0.25% of the data and save in the new matrices 

followLoadSort = followTempSort(ceil((dataLength - newDataLength)/2):floor((dataLength 

+ newDataLength)/2)); 

imbalanceLoadSort = imbalanceTempSort(ceil((dataLength - 

newDataLength)/2):floor((dataLength + newDataLength)/2)); 

  

% Find min and max (i.e., dec and inc follow and imbalance values for load) 

followLoadMin = min(followLoadSort); 

followLoadMax = max(followLoadSort); 

imbalLoadMin = min(imbalanceLoadSort); 

imbalLoadMax = max(imbalanceLoadSort); 

  

% Calculate absolute difference between min and max 

% (i.e., total of inc and dec) 

followLoadAbs = abs(followLoadMin) + followLoadMax; 

imbalLoadAbs = abs(imbalLoadMin) + imbalLoadMax; 

  

%% Wind Analysis (per synthetic set) 

for rep = 1:num_sets 

    tfor = tic; 

    % Initialize hour-average matrices 

    windHourAve = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

    loadnetwindHourAve = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

     

    % Initialize schedule matrices 

    windSchedule = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

    loadnetwindSchedule = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

     

    % Initialize following and imbalance matrices 

    followWind = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

    imbalanceWind = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

     

    % Initialize load net wind sweep 

    loadnetwind = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

    wind = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

    for k = 1:sweepMax 

        loadnetwind(k,:) = load10 - (wind10gen(rep,:).*((k/100)/.05)); 

        wind(k,:) = wind10gen(rep,:).*((k/100)/.05); 

    end 

     

    % Calculate wind hour averages and scheduled wind 

    % 

    for k = 1:sweepMax 

        % Calculate wind hour averages 

        % These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

        % points (including the 0:50 point). 

        % 

        % In order to save having to do a for loop through the data to 

        % calculate the hour averages, we first calculate a simple 6-point 

        % moving average using the filter function: 

        windMoveAve = filter(ones(1,6)/6,1,wind(k,:)); 

        % Then, we take every 6th point from our moving average (i.e., the 

        % hour's average) and multiply by a 6x1 matrix of ones to get a 

        % column for each hour with six repeated points.  Then, we reshape 

        % to get a single vector. 
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        windHourAve(k,:) = reshape(ones(6,1)*windMoveAve(6:6:length(wind(k,:))),1,[]); 

        % Now we have to deal with the between-hour transitions (at the :00 

        % point).  First, we deal with the very first point in the dataset 

        % and set it equal to the original first point. 

        windHourAve(k,1) = wind(k,1); 

        % Then we make the :00 point for each subsequent hour an average of 

        % the :50 point and the 1:10 point. 

        windHourAve(k,7:6:length(wind(k,:))) = (windMoveAve(6:6:length(wind(k,:))-

1)+windMoveAve(12:6:length(wind(k,:))))/2; 

         

        % Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

        % Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function 

        windSchedule(k,:) = powerforecastfixed(wind(k,:),0,0,1,2); 

         

        % Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

        windScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(windSchedule(k,:))); 

        windSchedule(k,windScheduleNaNs) = windHourAve(k,windScheduleNaNs); 

         

        % Calculate load net wind hour averages, scheduled, following, and 

        % imbalance 

        % 

        % Calculate load net wind hour averages 

        % These are calculated at the 0:50 point, including the previous six data 

        % points (including the 0:50 point). 

        % 

        % In order to save having to do a for loop through the data to 

        % calculate the hour averages, we first calculate a simple 6-point 

        % moving average using the filter function: 

        loadnetwindMoveAve = filter(ones(1,6)/6,1,loadnetwind(k,:)); 

        % Then, we take every 6th point from our moving average (i.e., the 

        % hour's average) and multiply by a 6x1 matrix of ones to get a 

        % column for each hour with six repeated points.  Then, we reshape 

        % to get a single vector. 

        loadnetwindHourAve(k,:) = 

reshape(ones(6,1)*loadnetwindMoveAve(6:6:length(loadnetwind(k,:))),1,[]); 

        % Now we have to deal with the between-hour transitions (at the :00 

        % point).  First, we deal with the very first point in the dataset 

        % and set it equal to the original first point. 

        loadnetwindHourAve(k,1) = loadnetwind(k,1); 

        % Then we make the :00 point for each subsequent hour an average of 

        % the :50 point and the 1:10 point. 

        loadnetwindHourAve(k,7:6:length(loadnetwind(k,:))) = 

(loadnetwindMoveAve(6:6:length(loadnetwind(k,:))-

1)+loadnetwindMoveAve(12:6:length(loadnetwind(k,:))))/2; 

         

        % Calculate load net wind following difference 

        followWind(k,:) = loadnetwindHourAve(k,:) - loadnetwind(k,:); 

         

        % Calculate the scheduled power (1-hour persistence) 

        % Utilize Dr. Brekken's powerforecast function for the wind schedule and 

        % the custom load schedule algorithm above 

        loadnetwindSchedule(k,:) = loadSchedule - windSchedule(k,:); 

         

        % Fix the NaNs (for the very first hour) 

        loadnetwindScheduleNaNs = find(isnan(loadnetwindSchedule(k,:))); 

        loadnetwindSchedule(k,loadnetwindScheduleNaNs) = 

loadnetwind(k,loadnetwindScheduleNaNs); 

         

        % Calculate the load net wind imbalance difference 

        imbalanceWind(k,:) = loadnetwindSchedule(k,:) - loadnetwindHourAve(k,:); 

    end 

     

    % Outlier removal 

    % 

    % Throw out the top and bottom 0.25% of the following and imbalance 

    % matrices by using a temp matrix to sort into and then trimming 
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    followTempSort = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

    imbalanceTempSort = zeros(sweepMax,dataLength); 

     

    % Sort the data 

    for k=1:sweepMax 

        followTempSort(k,:) = sort(followWind(k,:)); 

        imbalanceTempSort(k,:) = sort(imbalanceWind(k,:)); 

    end 

     

    % Create new (shorter) matrices to contain the trimmed data 

    newDataLength = ceil(dataLength*.995); 

    followWindSort = zeros(sweepMax,newDataLength); 

    imbalanceWindSort = zeros(sweepMax,newDataLength); 

     

    % Cut off the bottom and top 0.25% of the data and save in the new matrices 

    for k=1:sweepMax 

        followWindSort(k,:) = followTempSort(k,ceil((dataLength - 

newDataLength)/2):floor((dataLength + newDataLength)/2)); 

        imbalanceWindSort(k,:) = imbalanceTempSort(k,ceil((dataLength - 

newDataLength)/2):floor((dataLength + newDataLength)/2)); 

    end 

     

    % Follow and imbalance data analysis (min/max calculations) 

    % 

    % Initialize min and max vectors (two columns - follow and imbal) 

    windMin = zeros(sweepMax,2); 

    windMax = zeros(sweepMax,2); 

     

    % Find the min and max for follow and imbalance 

    windMin(:,1) = min(followWindSort,[],2); 

    windMax(:,1) = max(followWindSort,[],2); 

    windMin(:,2) = min(imbalanceWindSort,[],2); 

    windMax(:,2) = max(imbalanceWindSort,[],2); 

     

    % Calculate the total incremental changes versus base load (combined 

    % inc and dec) 

    windFollowInc(rep,:) = ((abs(windMin(:,1)) + windMax(:,1)) - 

followLoadAbs)./followLoadAbs; 

    windImbalInc(rep,:) = ((abs(windMin(:,2)) + windMax(:,2)) - 

imbalLoadAbs)./imbalLoadAbs; 

    toc(tfor) 

end 

  

%% Plots 

  

if plots == 1 

     

    x = 1:1:15; 

    y = mean(windFollowInc)*100; 

    p = polyfit(x,y,2); 

    f = polyval(p,x); 

     

    yI = mean(windImbalInc)*100; 

    pI = polyfit(x,yI,2); 

    fI = polyval(pI,x); 

  

    figure(1); 

    subplot(1,1,1,'FontSize',14); 

    hold on; 

    errorbar(mean(windFollowInc)*100,std(windFollowInc*100),'*','LineWidth',1.3); 

    plot(f,'LineWidth',1.3); 

    xlabel('Penetration (%)'); 

    ylabel('Reserve Req. Change from Base Load (%)'); 

    legend('Following','Best Fit Line','Location', 'Northwest'); 

%     title('Wind Penetration % vs. Following Reserve Req. Change','FontSize',13); 

    axis([0 16 -1 18]); 
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    annotation('textbox',... 

    [0.15 0.65 0.6 0.14],... 

    'String',{'Best Fit:','y = 0.0384*x^{2} + 0.0103*x + 0.151','R^{2} = 0.9997'},... 

    'FitBoxToText','off',... 

    'LineStyle','none','FontSize',14); 

    print('-dtiffn','-r300','.\images\WindPenFollowECCE'); 

    print('-dpng','-r300','.\images\WindPenFollowECCE'); 

     

    figure(2); 

    subplot(1,1,1,'FontSize',14); 

    hold on; 

    errorbar(mean(windImbalInc)*100,std(windImbalInc*100),'o','LineWidth',1.3); 

    plot(fI,'LineWidth',1.3); 

    xlabel('Penetration (%)'); 

    ylabel('Reserve Req. Change from Base Load (%)'); 

    legend('Imbalance','Best Fit Line','Location', 'Northwest'); 

%     title('Wind Penetration % vs. Imbalance Reserve Req. Change','FontSize',13); 

    axis([0 16 -1 18]); 

    annotation('textbox',... 

    [0.15 0.65 0.6 0.14],... 

    'String',{'Best Fit:','y = 0.0833*x^{2} - 0.291*x + 0.445','R^{2} = 0.9998'},... 

    'FitBoxToText','off',... 

    'LineStyle','none','FontSize',14); 

    print('-dtiffn','-r300','.\images\WindPenImbalECCE'); 

    print('-dpng','-r300','.\images\WindPenImbalECCE'); 

     

end 

  

%% Results 

  

% Save the results matrices 

save('WindFollowImbalResults.mat','windFollowInc','windImbalInc'); 

  

% Close the parallel processing pool 

% matlabpool close; 

toc; 
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